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Editorial 1 
 
Celebrations? 

At a meeting of the Sentinel 2 working group late last year we realised that David Wilson’s 
Air Photo Interpretation for Archaeologists will be 40 this year having been first published by 
Batsford in 1982 and reprinted with additions by Tempus in 2000.  The book has been a 
invaluable reference throughout that time, especially for its compendium of non-
archaeological features and, from my memory of that time, those were the parts that David 
most enjoyed researching and writing.  Although the book is almost totally Brittocentic, 
anyone working with aerial images in temperature Europe will benefit from a copy close to 
hand.  Chris Cox has written a personal appreciation for this issue. 
 
Another reason for celebration, if we need an excuse, was that the first training school 
assisted by AARG was run in Kiliti, Hungary in summer 1996.  We missed the 25 year slot 
for that but managed to contact almost all the surviving students and teachers from that 
school, some of whom sent memories that will be found elsewhere in this issue.  Soon after 
the event, an official note was published in Antiquity and more interesting statistics were 
published in AARGnews by our headmistress, Cathy Stoertz.  For this issue I asked students 
how, or if, that school affected the direction of their subsequent career and whether lessons 
learned by teachers may have helped form the ways in which we taught in later times.   
 
References 
Bewley, R., Braasch, O. and Palmer, R., 1996.  An aerial archaeology training week, 15-22 June 1966, 

held near Siófok, Lake Balaton, Hungary.  Antiquity 70, 745-750. 

Stoertz, C., 1996.  Air archaeology training project in Hungary 1996: statistics.  AARGnews 13, 5-6. 

Wilson, D.R., 1982.  Air Photo Interpretation for Archaeologists.  Batsford, London. 

Wilson, D.R., 2000.  Air Photo Interpretation for Archaeologists.  Tempus, Stroud. 

 
Irwin Scollar 

News came through, via ISAP, that Irwin Scollar died on 13 December 2021.  He was an 
Honorary Member of AARG and known to some members having attended at least our 
meeting in Munich in 2004, through various pieces in AARGnews and through use of his 
transformation programs, AirPhoto.  These were downloadable from the Bonn (BASP) 
website but since his death that site and its mirror at Edinburgh have closed and downloads 
are currently (March 2022) only available from another mirror: www.baspsoftware.org that may be at 
Michigan.  Looking at his other programs listed there reminds me that he never liked buying 
software and preferred to write something himself that did the job – his slides0, for example, 
being a fix to use instead of PowerPoint.  However, once written, he was happy to give them 
away to potential users and they were added to the list at BASP. 
 
Irwin took and published photographs along the Rhine valley (1965) and was one of the 
earliest post-war people to do so.  He was happier on the ground wrestling with mathematical 
and technical problems and did a lot to establish geophysical methods in archaeology as well 
as his image manipulation programs that were of more use to the aerial world and which he 
began working on in the 1970s (see 1975) and which was the inspiration for my own 

 
1 rog.palmer@ntlworld.com  

http://www.baspsoftware.org/
mailto:Rog.palmer@ntlworld.com
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program, OBLIQUE, that I wrote in 1976 to enable me to map a large chunk of Wessex.  
Between the 1970s and publication of his ‘black book’ (1990), that includes information that 
is still relevant to things aerial, he was consulted by Otto Braasch about his plans for aerial 
photography.  His later regret about that (in conversation and emails with me) was that he 
forgot to mention the importance of control points. 
 
Rather than continue with Irwin stories, of which there are many, I’ll point anyone interested 
to ISAP’s web link to celebrate Irwin’s 90th birthday: https://www.archprospection.org/prof-irwin-scollar   
 
References 
Scollar, I.  1965.  Archäologie aue der Luft.  Arbitsergebnisse der Flugjahre 1960 un 1961 im 

Rheinland.  Rheinland Verlag: Köln. 

Scollar, I., 1975.  Transformation of extreme oblique aerial photographs to maps or plans by 
conventional means or by computer, in D.R. Wilson (ed)  Aerial Reconnaissance for 

Archaeology.  Counc Brit Archaeol Res Rep 12, 52-59. 

Scollar, I, Tabbagh, A, Hesse, A and Herzog, I, 1990.  Archaeological Prospecting and Remote 

Sensing, Cambridge. 
 
Cover photos, this issue 

Mega-sites are one type of chalcolithic settlement known in Ukraine and are notable because 
of their great size and the structured organisation of houses within them.  They were first 
recognised during excavations in, or before, the 1940s, and later their numbers increased as a 
result of inspection of aerial photographs in the 1960s.  Publication was in Ukrainian and/or 
Russian and little seems to have filtered through to the English-speaking world until much 
later – certainly not by the mid-1970s when I was a student.  By now, several such sites have 
been planned using geophysics and some have suffered excavation which has provided more 
detailed chronological information and allowed the development of the sites to be studied.  
There seem to be as many views on what they represent in terms of late-neolithic settlement 
as there are people who have written about them.  Four of several publications are cited 
below: the first discusses the origin of the sites, the second is better-illustrated and mixes 
excavation with a regional study that includes locations and plans.  The third is a short note on 
recent excavations at Hlybochok (cover: right) that includes a plan of houses there.  Finally, 
and most relevant to AARG, is use of Google Earth to locate mega-sites followed by some 
field walking to help date them.  Perhaps this a place to hold a training school when things 
have quietened down a bit? 
 
Chapman, J., Gaydarska, B. and Nebbia, M., 2019.  The origins of Trypillia megasites.  Frontiers in 

Digital Humanities 6:10.  https://doi.org/10.3389/fdigh.2019.00010 

Ohlrau, R., 2020.  Maidanets’ke: development and decline of a Trypillia mega-site in Central Ukraine.  
Sidestone Press Academics.  https://www.sidestone.com/books/maidanets-ke  

Ryzhov, Serhii M. and Shumova, Valentyna O., 2021.  Investigations at the Trypillia settlement near 
Hlybochok village in Cherkasy Oblast.  Arheologia 4 (2021), 66-81.   
https://doi.org/10.15407/arheologia2021.04.066  

Ţerna, S. and Vornicu-Ţerna, A., 2021.  The potential of google Earth spatial imagery for detecting 
Cucuteni-Tripolye settlements: Some examples from ongoing investigation (Republic of 
Moldova and Northeastern Romania), in Diachenko, A., Harper, T. K., Rassamakin, Y. and 
Sobkowiak-Tabaka, I., (eds), Data systematization in the neo-eneolithic of southeastern and 

central Europe: Essays in honor of Sergej Ryzhov, Institute of Archaeology of the National 

https://www.archprospection.org/prof-irwin-scollar
https://doi.org/10.3389/fdigh.2019.00010
https://www.sidestone.com/books/maidanets-ke
https://doi.org/10.15407/arheologia2021.04.066
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Academy of Sciences of Ukraine: Kiev, 265-305.  ISBN 978-617-7810-22-2.  
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Andreea-Terna/publication/357380482  

 
This issue 

How do I decide on an order for the papers?  Martyn Barber, historian of things aerial, has 
provided an outline of the work of Alfred Buckham, an artist/aerial photographer whose 
photos had added extras.  While Buckham’s photographs have little to do with past sites and 
landscapes, they are fine examples of the art of aerial photography.  Back on dry(?) land, 
Dave Cowley and his international band of collaborators show us again how much can be 
added to our knowledge of a landscape by examination of ALS which was enhanced in places 
by geophysical surveys.  More use of ALS, this time in Galacia, follows in a version of the 
talk given to AARG in 2021 by César Parcero-Oubiña.  His contribution includes comparison 
of aerial photographs of different dates with visualisations of ALS in a study of, mainly, 
hillforts but including some earthworks of unknown or uncertain origin. 
 
A break from ALS comes from Chris Cox’s celebration of her 40 years with David Wilson’s 
Air Photo Interpretation for Archaeologists.  It is perhaps not often that a book remains an 
essential reference source for that long, but as long as people are looking at aerial images of 
temperate lands it is likely to be useful.  But Wilson and rock and roll…  read on. 
 
Martin Fowler, who wrote a first assessment of the US declassified HEXAGON ‘spy’ 
photographs in part of southern England in the last issue of AARGnews has used a different 
set in a detailed study of the Near Eastern sites, Machaerus and Masada.  His paper is 
introduced by some historical background, as there was much contemporary writing, before 
providing a lot of information about the two HEXAGON strips used.  Analysis of each 
location is detailed and includes comparison of the earlier CORONA photographs of the same 
locations.  There are restrictions to what can be demonstrated on a static page and it is hoped 
that Martin will present this contribution as an AARG evening talk later this year. 
 
We return to ALS with a written update of the talk that Vasily Novikov gave to AARG last 
year.  He gives some results from a project that ran from 2018 to 2022 using a UAV-ALS 
combination that covered a large territory and produced a lot of new information dating from 
the Bronze Age to the early 20th century.   
 
Historic England have been generous with their stuff recently.  This year they have uploaded 
400,000 photographs (see Cropmarks, this issue) and last year it was the results of 30 years of 
interpretations and mapping.  Simon Crutchley has written about the mapping project in a 
piece that includes the historical background, noting changes that have been made in the 
mapping philosophy as technology has changed before ending with the impact and future 
plans for the mapping website. 
 
Finally, there is a mixed bag of memories from Kiliti 1996 and the last episode of Cropmarks.  
Books of Interest? was compiled for this issue and totals 13 pages (ask me if you want a 
copy).  Distribution of this information, as well as that in Cropmarks should be done using 
AARG’s social media outlets although not all members are linked to those. 
  

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Andreea-Terna/publication/357380482_
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AARG notices 
 

AARG fund 

AARG will allocate funds each year to support projects that demonstrably advance 
knowledge and understanding within the field of aerial archaeology.  Guidelines were 
circulated with the 2021 AGM report and will soon be available on AARG’s web site.   
For information please contact: aargtreasurer@gmail.com and/or aargchair@gmail.com  
 

AARG’s news and information in other formats 
 

Twitter account: @AerialArchRG  

Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/aerialarchaeologyresearchgroup/  

AARG’s Google Group is here: https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/aarg-group.  This 
is for AARG members only and all requests to join will be approved (or not) by the 
administrator of the Google Group.  After having joined the group, you are free to start new 
topics about anything you want to ask or discuss with AARG members. 
 

The Derrick Riley Bursary 
The Derrick Riley Bursary still exists.  It is £500 a year, usually a single award, but 
sometimes is split and given to two people.   
 
There is an application form at the link below on the Sheffield Archaeology Department 
website and a Riley Bursary page on the Sheffield website where potential applicants will be 
able to find information and download the application form.  

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/archaeology/derrick-riley-fund 
 

ISAP Fund 
ISAP have a fund to provide support of up to £1000 to assist with members’ projects 
[membership costs less per year than AARG does] that ‘further the objectives of the Society’.   
 
Guidelines and application form from the ISAP web site:  

http://www.archprospection.org/isap-fund 
 

Information for AARGnews contributors 
AARGnews is published at six-monthly intervals.  Copy for AARGnews 65 (October 2022) 
needs to be with me no later than October 1, 2022.  Editorial policy (for want of a better 
word) tends to be that if I am sent interesting contributions they go in unless there’s a danger 
of an issue overflowing.  Instructions for contributors are no longer on the AARG website, 
but this issue may serve as a guide or more information can be sent on request. 

Please do not use any ‘clever’ formatting, avoid footnotes, and include jpg illustrations as 
separate files. 

Address for contributions:  rog.palmer@ntlworld.com  

mailto:aargtreasurer@gmail.com
mailto:aargchair@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/aerialarchaeologyresearchgroup/
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/aarg-group
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/archaeology/derrick-riley-fund
http://www.archprospection.org/isap-fund
mailto:rog.palmer@ntlworld.com
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AARG 2022 ONLINE MEETING - CALL FOR PAPERS 
 
Last year we called it ‘strange call for papers’ but were positively surprised to receive a great 
number of proposals from new members and veterans which were a good balance of 
conventional aerial work and technical advances, covering many different geographical areas. 
Following this success, we decided to stick to almost same call for papers, only letting go of 
COVID topics.  
 
We decided to keep the same format which means online meetings on two Fridays two weeks 
apart. By trying to avoid collision with numerous bigger conferences the dates we chose are:  
 
 

September 23rd and October 7th 
 
 
Sessions 

 
1. Open call 

We invite proposals for the presentations which can encompass a wide range of 
archaeological questions and different research approaches. Papers accepted for this open call 
will be grouped by theme. 
 
2. Technical session 

There has always been an interest in new technical developments which can be applied in our 
work. We invite proposals from all who want to show how technical solutions have assisted 
solving archaeological questions. 
 
3. Discussion sessions 

This session is open to all who would like to discuss a certain topic with a group. You are 
invited to prepare a short 5 minute presentation with your idea as a conversation starter. 
Young/starting researchers are also invited to participate if you would like to discuss your 
research ideas, get ‘a second opinion’ on AP interpretation or would benefit from the help of 
more experienced members. 
 
 

Proposals must be sent to aargchair@gmail.com by 15th June 2022. 
Conference fee will again be a symbolic 10 euros per day. 

 
  

mailto:aargchair@gmail.com
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AARG’s working groups – April 2022 update 
 
AARG has, or had, six working groups of which four seem to be operable and meet at 
approximately monthly intervals.  Brief reports, in alphabetical order, follow and anybody 
interested in joining drones or photo reading should contact the organiser. 
 
Drone working group 

The drone working group was recently established and has had two meetings. The group aims 
to discuss the benefits of drones for (aerial) archaeology and various possible applications. 
Later on, more topic-specific sessions dealing with specific aspects of drones in archaeology 
may take place. The group is open to new members regardless of how much experience they 
already have with the use of drones. The group will also serve as a discussion platform for 
questions and tips and tricks in dealing with drones in archaeology. 
(Simon Seyfried: seyfried.simon@gmail.com) 
 
Photo reading working group 

Since the first meeting in April 2021, the photo reading group has met 18 times.  While we 
have discussed aerial images of different dates at different locations, membership of the group 
has meant that we also have been able to include mini seminar-type presentations about, for 
example, stone walled sites in South Africa, Roman and medieval features and landscapes in 
Spain and Poland respectively.  Full-scale talks have been given on remote sensing (and 
other) results at Caričin Grad by Aleksandar Stamenkovic (since given as a talk for all AARG 
members) and on AI by Iris Kramer who gave a very clear introduction to AI and how to train 
machines to ‘see’ our material and showed some of her results.  Anyone wanting to keep up 
with her progress can access regular updates on https://twitter.com/ARCHAI_LTD.  And a 
few weeks ago, Martin Fowler gave a talk about his use of HEXAGON images at Masada and 
Machaerus.  He has written a piece on that for this issue of AARGnews which will give an 
idea of the high resolution of these 1970s images but will lack the 3D effect he achieved in 
the talk by rotating the images.  This has been proposed as a future talk for AARG members. 
 
The WG address list currently has 15 members (who have never yet all been there at one 
time) which provides a relaxed setting of people who know one another as well as is possible 
using Zoom.  A recent email was circulated to invite new members to the WG and produced 
zero responses so I imagine we are now at maximum capacity.  However, if anyone is 
tempted, the present group may accept one or two new members but greater numbers will 
require AARG’s committee to persuade someone else to establish a second WG. 
(Rog Palmer: rog.palmer@ntlworld.com) 
 
Sentinel 2 working group 

The active members of the WG, fewer than initially hoped, have completed their retrospective 
collection and processing of values for NDMI and NDVI for 2018.  These have been 
processed as a uniform set of graphs by Mathias Broch and should serve as a guide to 
interactive use of S2 data for 2022.  Past reports by Mathias and myself in AARGnews outline 
the scope of the WG.  The group is closed to new participants and we hope to be able to 
conclude it as a project, ready for publication, by the end of this year. 
(Rog Palmer: rog.palmer@ntlworld.com) 

mailto:seyfried.simon@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/ARCHAI_LTD
mailto:rog.palmer@ntlworld.com
mailto:rog.palmer@ntlworld.com
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AARG in Ukraine working group 

Newly created, this WG has been devised as a way of helping Ukraine (or its archaeologists) 
in a way which uses AARG’s expertise to offer support.  We have made our first contact with 
Ukrainian archaeologists, asking what has already been done, and whether there are any who 
may be persuaded to join the WG.  Any results from the WG could later be offered as a paper 
to their journal, Arheologia, which is currently looking for ‘outside’ contributions.  That paper 
that may help keep their journal alive and (re)awaken local interest in this form of 
prospection.   
 
Our provisional operational plan is aims to systematically examine Google Earth within a 
110x110km area west of the Dneiper to make a distribution map and data base of possible 
archaeological features.  The area has been selected to include various soils and is also now 
included in AARG’s S2 WG project.  Within the area is a range of known (from field walking 
and excavation) archaeological sites including some with ditch-defined perimeters. 
 
In parallel with that would be examination of some HEXAGON strips2 covering parts of the 
area that may add to or confirm GE information and can assess the usefulness of HEXAGON 
in an agricultural landscape.  Most case studies to date have examined upstanding sites – but 
see Martin Fowler in AARGnews 63. 
 
One we have devised and tested a method that will allow systematic examination of GE and 
the recording of features noted we will be seeking members for the group who should have 
the time, eyesight and persistence to examine at least one 10x10km square.  WG leaders, 
among whom discussion is taking place, are Darja Grosman, Martin Fowler and myself and 
we would give an introductory talk before letting people lose on the images.   
 
The initial project should be completed within a year and may be continued in other areas.  If 
there is interest from local archaeologists we may extend the survey to other areas and discuss 
the possibilities of running a workshop in Ukraine when conditions allow. 
(Rog Palmer: rog.palmer@ntlworld.com) 
 

 
2 For information about HEXAGON and case studies using it, see Martin Fowler in this issue. 

mailto:rog.palmer@ntlworld.com
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Captain Alfred G Buckham and pictorial aerial photography 

 
Martyn Barber1 

 
Anyone interested in aerial photography, and who also spends too much time on what is, 
apparently, still called ‘social’ media, may well have encountered a particular 1920s aerial 
view of Edinburgh. The screenshot below, from Twitter, is fairly typical of the sort of thing 
I’ve seen over the last few years. Apparently it also turns up from time to time on Facebook.  

If you scroll down through the 
comments and replies to these posts 
(not always recommended, 
obviously), sooner or later you’ll 
encounter someone pointing out 
what may seem obvious to some – 
this isn’t a straightforward exposure. 
It’s usually referred to as a 
composite image, or to use the term 
Buckham preferred, a combination 
print – elements from more than one 
negative have been combined to 
produce the image. However, it’s 
actually a little more complicated 
than that. 
 
Buckham still seems relatively 
unknown, although the circulation 
of some of his photos on social 
media in particular seems to be 
helping to raise his profile. I’m not 
going to offer a detailed account of 
his life and work here – there’s a 
short list of links and sources at the 
end. In any case, he’s someone 
whose life and work is crying out 
for more research. Instead, I’m just 
going to take a brief look at the 
techniques Buckham used to create 
images such as the view of 
Edinburgh, drawing mainly on two 
published sources – one, from 1937, 
by Buckham himself, and the other 
a more recent analysis of his 
methods. 

 
1 Martyn.Barber@HistoricEngland.org.uk  

Fig 1 – screenshot of a twitter post from 2020 proclaiming Buckham’s 
view of Edinburgh to be ‘possibly the greatest aerial photo of any city in 
the world, ever’. 

mailto:Martyn.Barber@HistoricEngland.org.uk
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Briefly, Buckham was born in London in 1879. Initially he aspired to be an artist but, 
according to Buckham himself, after studying some of JMW Turner’s landscapes at the 
National Gallery, London, he made “the brightest bonfire” he had ever seen of his own work. 
However, as his aerial view of Edinburgh demonstrates, he didn’t completely abandon his 
skills as a painter. 
 
He seems to have become interested in photography around 1905, rapidly picking up awards 
for his work and was elected a Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society in 1913. The First 
World War saw his introduction to aerial photography. He joined the Royal Naval Air Service 

(RNAS) in December 1917, 
initially teaching 
photography before 
requesting a transfer from 
classroom to aeroplane. His 
brief military flying career 
was pretty eventful, ending 
with his ninth crash near 
Rosyth in Scotland. This 
ultimately led to the removal 
of his larynx. For the rest of 
his life he breathed through a 
small tube inserted into his 
neck. After the war, he 
“survived on a mixture of his 
war pension, the sale of 
photographs, buying and 
selling antiques, and some 
shrewd dealing on the stock 
market” (Ferguson 2007, 
19). There was also the 
occasional commission to 
take aerial photographs. He 
died in 1956. 
 
During his lifetime, 
Buckham did publish a few 
articles explaining his 
methods. Here, I’m going to 
draw on one of the later 
examples, from the April 
1937 issue of the USA-based 
magazine Camera Craft, in 
which he explained his 
preferred approaches to 
“pictorial photography in the 
skyway”. He began with the 
simple observation that “if 
one cannot readily obtain 
good photographs when 

Fig 2 – one of Buckham’s photos adorning the cover of The Illustrated 
London News, 9 August 1924. Note it is presented as “a remarkable 
photograph”, but its composite nature is not acknowledged. 
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standing on the solid earth, it is hopeless to attempt operations along the skyway from a 
swaying or bumping airplane with the pictures flowing by at a hundred or more miles an 
hour”. 
 
As far as taking photographs from an aeroplane was concerned, it was a (deceptively) 
straightforward process – “Successful pictorial aerial photography is quite easy of 
accomplishment providing you can recognise what constitutes a picture immediately it is 
presented to you, and that you carry through the few simple manipulations of your camera 
with the greatest possible speed… The manipulation of the camera must become as automatic 
and easy as the act of breathing, requiring no conscious thought in the doing of it”, adding 
helpfully that the aspiring aerial photographer should “practice handling your camera with 
that incredible speed with which (so I am credibly informed) the he-men of the woolly West 
handle their guns”.  
 
As far as choice of plane was concerned, “the first consideration must be to select the slowest 
airplane available, remembering that the slower you go the greater are your chances of 
success.” He preferred an open cockpit to a cabin. He also preferred glass plates to film. Once 
he’d found a slow enough plane, got his plate loaded and spotted a suitable subject, he 
advised that “aerial landscapes should not be taken against the light, for the results are in the 
great majority of cases flat and monotonous, with every reflecting surface recording as a hard, 
white blob. A side light, a little to the rear, produces the most satisfactory negatives”. For 
clouds though, “the procedure is practically reversed, the best effects being got almost dead 
into the light.” 
 
There was, however, another issue with clouds – “Nature does not always surmount her 
landscapes with clouds such as will compose well, in the picture space”. The solution? He 
accumulated a collection of over 2000 negatives of clouds, “and from this suitable clouds for 
combination purposes are selected” but, he insisted, it was necessary to choose carefully. 
“[H]ere is just where the hasty or unobservant worker may go badly astray, producing 
incredible and even appalling results. For the light of the landscape must be in correct relation 
to the light coming down from the sky, and heavy cloud masses insist that they shall have 
corresponding shades upon the earth”. This meant, among things, that “some handiwork with 
a chemical reducer and stumping chalk, or other medium, is usually required to bring the 
whole into harmony”. Consequently, “before venturing on combination work it is surely wise 
to serve some years of apprenticeship sketching and painting in the open air, which happens 
to have been my own way of approach to photography”. 
 
Close analysis of Buckham’s negatives adds much more detail to knowledge of the work that 
went in to converting his negatives into the finished compositions. As Louise Pearson (2018), 
Curator (Photography) at the National Galleries of Scotland, pointed out, as well as 
cloudscapes Buckham had also built up a library of negatives of aeroplanes, which could then 
be inserted into his compositions (this would also involve fiddling about with an enlarger to 
ensure the scale looked plausible). Moreover, Buckham’s artistic training could also play a 
much larger role than just “chemical reducer and stumping chalk”. As Pearson noted, “the 
final stage of creating a finished image was to use watercolour paints and sometimes ink to 
add detail to the final print and soften the areas where the … negatives meet.”  
 
In the case of the Edinburgh image, “The clouds on the horizon have been softened to make 
the join where the two negatives meet less noticeable in the finished print, highlights have 
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been added to the clouds to make them more dramatic and the light below Arthur’s Seat has 
been adjusted to better match the clouds above”. Additionally, key details were sharpened by 
highlighting or darkening parts of the image, while added definition was provided by the use 
of black watercolour paint or ink – “Whilst other photographers would alter the negatives and 
perhaps scratch out an area they wished to appear darker, Buckham added the darker tone to 
the photographic print itself. He also used a scratching out technique, similar to Turner, where 
a dark area of the photograph is scratched revealing the lighter colour of the paper beneath.” 

 

Fig 3 – a Buckham combination print entitled ‘The Lonely Sky’, from ‘Camera and Craft’, April 1937. 
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This isn’t the place to explore why people continue to see images like Buckham’s aerial view 
of Edinburgh as simply the product of a split-second exposure. In any case, there’s an 
abundant literature covering that and related topics. Hopefully, recognising the amount of 
work that went into crafting the final print once he was back on the ground doesn’t detract 
from one’s appreciation of the image. I’ve listed a few online and print sources below – do 
have a look. You won’t be disappointed. 
 
Places to go: 
The best (and probably only) book on Buckham is Celia Ferguson’s (2007) A Vision of 

Flight: The Aerial Photography of Alfred G Buckham (Tempus: Stroud). Long out of print, 
but second-hand copies tend to be reasonably priced. It is heavily illustrated with a wide range 
of Buckham’s photos – not just the aerials and composites.  

Of the two main articles drawn on, Louise Pearson’s (2018) Crafting an image: The 

photographic techniques of Alfred G Buckham can be found online here:  
https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/features/crafting-image-photographic-
techniques-alfred-g-buckham 

The National Galleries of Scotland website also features a page with several of Buckham’s 
photographs plus a short biography: https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-
artists/artists/alfred-g-buckham 

The other article referred to, Pictorial Photography in the Skyway by Capt. Alfred G 
Buckham FRPS, was published in the April 1937 issue of Camera Craft, pp157-165. 

Finally, a website maintained by Buckham’s grandsons contains some biographical detail plus 
a healthy selection of photographs: https://alfredbuckham.co.uk/ 
 

https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/features/crafting-image-photographic-techniques-alfred-g-buckham
https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/features/crafting-image-photographic-techniques-alfred-g-buckham
https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/artists/alfred-g-buckham
https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/artists/alfred-g-buckham
https://alfredbuckham.co.uk/
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New Surveys on the Edge of Empire:  
The Later Prehistoric Landscapes of Southwest Scotland 

 

Dave Cowley1, Manuel Fernández-Götz2, Christoph Rummel3,  
Strat Halliday2 & Nick Hannon1 

 
Introduction 

The impact of the Roman Empire on societies located at its margins is a topic of ongoing 
interest across frontier zones (e.g. Breeze et al. 2015; Gonzalez & Gugliemi 2017). In the case 
of southwest Scotland, this question has been further examined in 2021 within the framework 
of the British Academy funded project ‘On the Edge of Empire: Exploring Iron Age 
Settlement Landscapes in Southwest Scotland’. The project is a partnership between the 
University of Edinburgh, Historic Environment Scotland (HES), and the Römisch-
Germanische Kommission (RGK) of the German Archaeological Institute. Its primary aims 
are to improve understanding of the later Iron Age settlement landscapes of southwest 
Scotland and to consider how local communities were affected by the initial expansion of 
Roman power, subsequent shifts in the line of the frontier, and punitive military campaigns. 
This paper presents some results from a LiDAR-based survey and geophysical prospection 
undertaken during 2021, as well as introducing a larger Leverhulme-funded follow-on project.  
 
Background  

The study area extends to about 1,500km2 in southwest Scotland (Figures 1 & 2), including 
two large river catchments and extending from the sea on the south to watersheds that rise as 
high as 800m above sea level. This area contains large numbers of known Iron Age 
settlements and elements of Roman military infrastructure, including a network of roads and 
garrisoned posts. Roughly the east half of the study area has been previously surveyed in 
some detail through field survey, aerial reconnaissance, and examination of aerial 
photographs (RCAHMS 1997). This makes it an ideal case study to explore the benefits of 
LiDAR (Airborne Laser Scanning) in apparently well-surveyed areas.   

 
Figure 1: Looking south southwest from Burnswark across the study area, with the earthwork remains of an Iron 

Age settlement in the centre foreground (A). (image: D. Cowley). 

 
1 Historic Environment Scotland: dave.cowley@hes.scot; 2 University of Edinburgh; 3 Römisch-Germanische 
Kommission 

mailto:dave.cowley@hes.scot
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The study area lies between the two Roman frontier lines of the Antonine Wall and Hadrian’s 
Wall (Figure 2). It includes Burnswark Hill, a prominent and well-known site that has 
generated considerable debate on the nature of Roman interaction with the indigenous 
population. Burnswark is an impressive natural landmark, a flat-topped hill with an Iron Age 
fort of about 7 hectares that has attracted attention from scholars since the 18th century. In 
addition to a Bronze Age cairn and the Iron Age fort, there is substantial evidence for Roman 
military activity on and around the hill (Figure 3; RCAHMS 1997, 3-5, 179-82). The reasons 
for the presence of military camps to the north and south of the indigenous fort have been 
much debated. While some authors have argued for Roman training at an abandoned fort, 
others have suggested a violent attack and destruction of an indigenous centre. This debate 
has been reinvigorated by recent investigations, which have uncovered many hundreds of 
Roman projectiles scattered across the hill (Reid & Nicholson 2019). This is not the place to 
further rehearse these arguments, but rather to note that to date attention has tended to 
concentrate on the fort and the Roman camps at its foot, while the character of indigenous 
settlement patterns in the surrounding landscape and their chronology remains relatively 
poorly understood. A better understanding of the pattern of indigenous settlement in the wider 
environs, however, is vital to analysing the landscapes within which the Roman military 
infrastructure was placed. This was a key aim of the desk-based LiDAR survey and 
geophysical prospection undertaken in 2021.  

 
Figure 2: The location of the study area, the extents of previous surveys, and the footprint of available LiDAR 

coverage. (image: authors; © Crown copyright and database right 2021). 
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Figure 3: Oblique aerial view from the northwest of Burnswark, centred on the large fort (A) with the Roman 

camps (B & C) at the foot of the hill. Indigenous settlements (D) visible on this image include different forms of 

enclosure – one has previously been interpreted as a Roman fortlet but is more likely an indigenous settlement 

that overlies one of the Roman camps (C). Two further settlements around the base of the hill are hidden in 

shadow on this image. DP266283, © Historic Environment Scotland. 

 
LiDAR desk-based survey 

The desk-based survey carried out in 2021 set out to assess how inspection of LiDAR-derived 
visualisations might add to the archaeological records of the area. This is the first time that 
high-resolution digital topographical data has been applied in this part of Scotland across such 
a large area. Our survey did not map in detail, but undertook rapid site identification 
supported by attribute data documenting morphology and date ranges. The survey made use 
of LiDAR data from the Scottish Remote Sensing Portal (https://remotesensingdata.gov.scot) 
that covers most of the study area (Figure 2), downloaded as 50cm Digital Terrain Models 
(DTM) based on point cloud files of 4 points per metre. This resolution of data has proved its 
value in landscape-scale survey elsewhere in Scotland (Banaszek, Cowley & Middleton 
2018), an observation borne out by the results of the present survey. The DTMs were 
processed using the Relief Visualisation Toolbox ver.2.2.1 (https://iaps.zrc-sazu.si/en/rvt#v) 
to produce a Multi-direction hillshade with the sun elevation angle set at 25° and a Local 
Relief Model with the radius for trend assessment set at 20 pixels. The examination of the 
LiDAR-derived visualisations had two main aims: firstly, exploring the landscape for 
previously unknown sites; and secondly, reviewing existing records of known sites.   
 
The results of the LiDAR-based survey are remarkable. No fewer than 134 newly identified 
enclosures are certainly, probably, or possibly later Iron Age settlements (i.e. 3rd/2nd century 
BC to early centuries AD) (Figure 4), raising the total from 570 to 704, an uplift of over 20%. 
This is despite about half of the study area having been surveyed in some detail in the 1990s 
(RCAHMS 1997), employing a mixed economy of prospection on the ground and 
examination of aerial photographs. This is an effective demonstration of the value to 

https://remotesensingdata.gov.scot/
https://iaps.zrc-sazu.si/en/rvt#v
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landscape survey offered by LiDAR-derived visualisations, turning up a range of monuments 
that have escaped the attention of earlier surveyors. A range of reasons can be identified for 
this, including the effectiveness of the LiDAR data in capturing the sometimes very slight 
earthworks of prehistoric settlements that have been ploughed down and now lie in permanent 
pasture, either in modern improved fields or beneath earlier cultivation rigs. Such sites tend 
not to form cropmarking and are difficult to observe from the ground. The LiDAR data also 
provides a bird’s eye view in which discrete corners of the landscape that might have escaped 
ground observation are readily viewed at scale.  

 
Figure 4: The distribution of previously known Iron Age sites in the study area and those newly discovered 

during LiDAR based survey in 2021. (image: authors; © Crown copyright and database right 2021). 

 
The results of the survey will be analysed in more detail in the future and incorporated into a 
follow-on project (see below), but a few highlights can be mentioned here in order to illustrate 
the character of the outcomes. The significant uplift in the numbers of known settlements 
(above) occurs across much of the survey area, excluding very heavily ploughed ground and 
the higher elevations. The new discoveries help to fill in some local gaps in distributions 
(Figure 4), but also include sites in amongst previously known monuments, such as the 
palisaded enclosure and unenclosed settlement above Auldhousehill Wood in Upper 
Annandale (Figure 5).   
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Figure 5: Multi-direction hillshade visualisation (light elevation angle set at 25°) of the palimpsest landscape at 

Auldhousehill. This includes three Iron Age settlements in amongst extensive cultivation remains and field 

boundaries probably of post-medieval date. The westernmost settlement (A) is a new LiDAR discovery 

comprising a palisade trench and at least four timber roundhouses, the remains of which survive as subtle 

earthworks just beyond the extent of later ploughing. The other two Iron Age settlements (B & C) were 

previously known in an area that had been inspected on the ground during previous survey. (image: authors; 

contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0; LiDAR for Scotland Phase 

III DTM). 

 
Finally, while the focus of the survey was on later Iron Age settlements, a range of other 
monuments were noted in passing, including seven that are probably earlier Iron Age forts of 
mid-1st millennium BC date, a few medieval moated sites, and some medieval or post-
medieval farmsteads and enclosures. Of note is the discovery of a large Neolithic henge 
monument at St Michael’s Walls, which is only the second such monument known from the 
previously surveyed Eastern Dumfriesshire area (RCAHMS 1997, 96-7, Fig. 86 therein). The 
henge (Figure 6) is largely ploughed down, and measures about 45m in diameter within a 
ditch up to 15m in breadth. The ditch is broken by an entrance on the northwest, and there are 
traces of an external bank in places. Neither ditch nor bank are clearly defined on the 
southeast, raising the possibility that there is a second entrance in this quarter. This is one of a 
range of monuments that would be difficult or impossible to detect during prospection on the 
ground or during aerial reconnaissance: the earthworks are so smoothed by ploughing that 
they would not produce distinctive shadows or highlights visible from the air and it would be 
easy to walk across them without noticing. Moreover, since such sites lie in an area with a 
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predominately damp climate and a predominance of pasture, formation of vegetation proxies 
is unlikely.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geophysical survey  

The LiDAR-based prospection has demonstrated the value of new data to build on the 
outcomes of earlier survey work and to analyse the reliability of distributions of evidence 
derived from other methods and sources. The benefits of multiple approaches to surveying the 
landscape are recognised in the incorporation of both site-focussed and large area geophysical 
survey in the project. The geophysical surveys undertaken within the framework of the project 
aimed to address two issues.  
 
Firstly, gradiometer survey by a team from HES of just over 19 hectares at Catharine’s Hill 
aimed to better characterise a later prehistoric settlement that lies a short distance from the 
line of the Roman road extending up Annandale and to explore the spaces between the site 
and the Roman road. Catharine’s Hill was selected due its proximity to the Roman road, with 
the hope that the survey would provide enhanced views of the immediate environs of the sites. 
Analysis of the survey data is underway at the time of writing and will be reported elsewhere.  
Secondly, a large-area gradiometer survey by a team from the RGK centred on Middlebie Hill 
aimed to provide a better understanding of the surroundings of Burnswark Hill and the 
interaction between native Iron Age populations and Romans in this area. Using a 14 sensor 
array a total of 58 hectares was covered in the area of two large Roman temporary camps at 
Middlebie Hill. The camps, which represent two phases of activity, were identified as 
cropmarks during aerial reconnaissance in 1949 and 1966 (Jones 2011, 275) lying 1.7km 
north of the Roman installations at Birrens and 3.1km from Burnswark. The gradiometer 
survey builds on earlier work in this landscape (Posluschny 2015, 58-59), of which over 100 
hectares have now been covered by large-scale geomagnetic survey, and aimed to provide 
improved understanding of the camps, to establish the line of the Roman road between 
Birrens and its known position to the north, and to explore part of a gap in the distributions of 
known indigenous settlements. While the interpretation of the geophysical survey data is still 
at an early stage, to date additional elements of the two known installations as well as a third 
camp have been identified, along with what is probably the line of the road skirting the south 
side of Middlebie Hill. With further analysis, the survey will also contribute to exploring 
whether the camps at Middlebie Hill occupy a gap in indigenous settlement patterns, or 

Figure 6: Local Relief Model visualisation (radius for trend 

assessment set at 20 pixels) of the newly discovered henge at 

St Michael’s Walls, which is a significant addition to 
knowledge of prehistoric activity in the area. (image: authors; 

contains public sector information licensed under the Open 

Government Licence v3.0; LiDAR for Scotland Phase III DTM). 
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whether that is a false impression resulting from the unreliability of the known distributions. 
Cropmark formation in the area is sporadic since modern land use is increasingly dominated 
by pasture, rainfall is relatively high, and well-drained soils are rare. Equally, intensive 
cultivation in the past may have levelled earthworks, which otherwise only survive in less 
intensively cultivated land on the higher ground. Thus, while the Roman camps superficially 
appear to occupy a discrete gap in the known distribution of later prehistoric indigenous 
settlements (Figure 7), it is not clear if this is a survey bias due to generally poor conditions 
for cropmark formation and earthwork survival. In hoping to address this issue, the RGK 
survey provides a sample of the landscape that will contribute to this assessment of reliability. 
It is important to highlight, however, that while the sheer volume of data (currently some 
12GB of raw magnetometry data alone) is challenging to analyse in order to identify 
individual features, the 58 hectares covered is only a relatively small portion of the study area. 
This remains a key challenge to large area geophysical survey and underlines the need for 
further contiguous coverage and sampling across the landscape at large. 

 
Figure 7: The known distribution of later Iron Age settlements shows distinct gaps alongside discrete clusters 

and hints of regularly spaced sites, reflecting the areas that are prone to cropmarking and the patterns of land 

use over the last few centuries. The area of geophysical survey at the centre is focussed on the Roman 

temporary camps, and while it is still a small sample of this large area it nevertheless contributes to exploring 

the representativity of the settlement distributions. (image: authors; © Crown copyright and database right 

2021). 
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Next steps 

The British Academy funded survey work reported on here has made significant additions to 
our knowledge of the later prehistoric settlement landscapes of southwest Scotland. An uplift 
by over 20% in known numbers of later Iron Age settlements is an important foundation for 
future analysis, and a significant enhancement of the National Record of the Historic 
Environment (https://canmore.org.uk/) where it is of value to all users. The geophysical 
survey work has added to our understanding of a part of the study area – increasing 
knowledge of the camps and providing a sample of the landscape that will shed further light 
on their broader landscape context. This work has also been valuable in helping to conceive a 
much larger project entitled ‘Beyond Walls: Reassessing Iron Age and Roman Encounters in 
Northern Britain’ that has secured three year funding from the Leverhulme Trust. This will 
run from 2021 to 2024, and aims to examine the trends and transformations before, during, 
and after the period of direct Roman presence in a study area that extends from south of 
Hadrian’s Wall to north of the Antonine Wall (Fernández-Götz et al. forthcoming). This area 
was for centuries a fluctuating frontier zone at the edge of the Roman Empire, an arena for 
dynamic patterns of confrontation and exchange between Iron Age communities and the 
Roman state (Harding 2017; Hunter 2007). In the context of the ‘Beyond Walls’ project, the 
British Academy funded work is providing foundation survey data for one of four detailed 
case studies within the larger project area.  
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At last! Discovery of archaeological features through aerial imagery and 
lidar at Galician hillforts 

 
César Parcero-Oubiña1 

 
Galicia, in NW Spain, is a region where aerial archaeology has rarely been practiced in the 
past, even compared with just the rest of the Iberian Peninsula. There are two main reasons 
for that. Firstly, nobody “blazed the trail” for such practices. Amateur flying was, and still is, 
very rare in general, and archaeology was not among the interests of those very few people. 
Secondly, archaeologists were largely unaware of the possibilities of aerial surveys: 
archaeology here, as elsewhere in Spain and Portugal, was very much a site-based tradition, 
not too concerned with landscapes, and firmly rooted in excavation (Sánchez Pardo and 
Fumadó Ortega 2006). For a very long time, at least until the 1980s, overall there was no 
interest in any larger-scale data. It was only in the 1980s when this began to change, but then 
the problem remained of access to aerial-borne data. With archaeologists still not having the 
chance to fly themselves, there was practically one single archival source available: the so-
called “American flights”, two extensive photogrammetric flights made by the US Army in 
the 40s and 50s for cartographic purposes (Urteaga and Nadal 2003). Those datasets began to 
be used rather successfully to document a landscape that had already changed extensively and 
where many archaeological sites that had by then disappeared were still visible (Sánchez-
Palencia and Orejas Saco del Valle 1991; Orejas Saco del Valle 1995). 
 

The second main reason for the low take-up of aerial archaeology in this area has to do with 
some characteristics of the landscape that hinder the utility of aerial survey. First, cultivated 
land accounts for a very small share of land use (Figure 1): only 7% of the total area, with 
more than 70% being either forest or scrubland. Even within that 7% of cultivations, the 
largest share corresponds to crops that are not especially good for aerial survey: maize, 
vineyards, fruit trees…, being cereals are only 1% of total land in the region. Second, land 

 
1 sesary@hotmail.com   Instituto de Ciencias del Patrimonio, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas 

Figure 1. Land use in is one of the main reasons for the low development of aerial archaeology in Galicia. This 

chart shows data for 2020 (Source: National Crop surface area and yields survey, Ministry of Agriculture) in 

which cultivated land accounts for a very small share, and cereals cover only 1% of the total land. 

mailto:sesary@hotmail.com
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property is extremely fragmented (Figure 2): the average size of fields is just 0.25 Ha. Galicia, 
which is only 6% of the Spanish territory, holds 28.3% of individual fields. This creates a 
discontinuity that makes very difficult to detect significant patterns in aerial images. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This background explains the title I have chosen for this text and the reasons why, in general, 
there is no great expectancy about the outcomes of aerial surveying in this region. However, it 
must be said that this started to change in the last years since the spreading of Lidar 
technology. Lidar is much less restrained by the problematic landscape characteristics 
mentioned above and, since the release of the first coverages of nation-wide Lidar data in 
2009, it has become a major contributor of new archaeological information (Costa-García, 
Fonte, and Gago 2019; Fonte et al. 2021; Berganzo-Besga et al. 2021, among many other). 
However, optical data still remain a marginal thing. 
 
Actually, what I am about to describe is the product of a serendipitous encounter. I was 
preparing with my colleague Samuel Nión a small piece of research were we wanted to 
compare the size and architectural complexity of a large number of Iron Age hillforts over a 
large area (already published in Parcero-Oubiña and Nión-Álvarez 2021). Figure 3 shows the 
extent of the study area, which covers more than 8,000 square kilometres. To do that, we 
needed to delimit the extent of all those sites using the same method and criteria for the data 
to be comparable. Our previous experience showed that this could be done combining Lidar 
and, for those cases that had been damaged in the last decades, the information contained in 
the above-mentioned “American flights”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Another reason is extremely fragmented properties. The figure shows a random example of the typical 

size and arrangement of fields in Galicia, with many small fields with different uses to each other, which form a 

very discontinuous mosaic that makes it very difficult to detect significant patterns in aerial images. 
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Eventually, in this area we mapped around 900 hillforts, and we were able to delineate the 
boundaries of 852 of them (the remaining were too damaged to make that possible). Since 
these sites are characterized by prominent earthworks, such as ditches and ramparts, many of 
them are quite easily visible in simple Lidar hillshades (Figure 4). The use of these hillshades 
is now common practice among archaeologists here, since they are accessible as final 
products, there is no need for technical skills to use them, and they are easy to interpret. 
 
But there were also others that, for different reasons, 
did not show clearly enough, so I had to start 
checking some other sources, all of them publicly 
available (Table 1). In some cases, different 
visualizations of the Lidar data were used (Kokalj 
and Hesse 2017), thanks to the Relief Visualization 
Toolbox (Kokalj and Somrak 2019), being a 
combination of Local Relief Model and Hillshade the 
most informative in most cases. But in other cases 
optical images were also used as a complementary 
source. They proved useful for the task I had 
(delineating the boundaries of the sites), but here and 
there I started to notice anomalous traces around 
some of these sites that encouraged a deeper search.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The study area for the work described in 

the text covers more than 8,000 square kilometres. 

Here we wanted to map all the existing hillforts and 

to compare their sizes and the monumentality of 

their defensive earthworks. 

Figure 4. Many hillforts are easily visible in a 

hillshade map, such as this example (A Aurela, 

Cuntis, Pontevedra), but this was not always the 

case, which made it advisable to look for additional 

information in the available aerial data.   
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Source Period Scale / Spatial resolution 

Historical aerial imagery (“American 
flight”) 

1956 – 57 1:32,000 

National-coverage orthoimages 2004 – present, 

every 2-5 years  

25 cm – 1 m 

Free satellite imagery (Google Earth) 2000s – present ca. 25 cm – 2 m 

Visualizations of Lidar data  2009 – present 1 m 

         

   Table 1. Publicly available sources used. 

 
I started pinpointing those marks and, in the end, I came up with almost 1,400 individual 
traces documented in or around 153 sites. By individual traces I refer to any trace that is 
independently documented (as a soilmark, a shadowmark or both) in one or more sources, 
meaning that two or more individual traces can correspond with one single ancient feature. It 
is important to note that this was not a systematic work: the intensity of the survey depended 
very much on how difficult the delineation of each site was (the main objective here), so once 
satisfactorily documented (perhaps just with a hillshade), I typically didn’t look any further or 
with great intensity. 
 
In what follows, I will show some examples of the evidence that was documented. I organized 
it in four blocks: Documentation of fully or largely destroyed sites, Identification of new 
features around known sites, Discovery of new sites and Some other things. The exclusive 
focus on Iron Age hillforts explains the low diversity of the examples. 
 
Documentation of fully or largely destroyed sites 

The old aerial images from the 1950s captured a landscape that was subject to major 
transformations in the last decades of the 20th century. They are usually very useful for 
identifying features that were totally or partially erased by cultivation, construction, erosion, 
or other causes. Among the many cases, Figure 5 is a very good example: the earthworks of 
this hillfort, Castro das Medorras, are very well visible in the old BW photo, and there is 
probably no need to look any further to mark the boundaries of the site. However, the remains 
of the destroyed earthworks can also be clearly visible in more recent images, together with 
some traces that do not correspond with any visible features in the previous image. Lidar 
provides a more informative picture: the Local Relief Model  shows many remains of the old 
field boundaries that are visible in the BW photo, but also other things that do not correspond 
with obvious features in the modern landscape. 
 
Although the “American flight” is usually a primary source for damaged or destroyed sites, 
that is not always necessarily the case. In this second example of the largely damaged site at 
A Medorra do Gavión (Figure 6) the most informative images are much more recent, from 
2010. Again, a Lidar Local Relief Model complements very well the traces visible in them. 
Despite the evident utility of the ubiquitous “American flight”, it is not necessarily always the 
most informative source that we can use. 
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Figure 5. Castro das Medorras (Boimorto, A Coruña) is a good example of a partially damaged site where 

the earthworks are clearly visible in the old BW photo, but also in more recent images. The interesting thing 

is that these show some traces that do not correspond with any visible features in the earlier image. 

Visualizations of Lidar also provide a more informative picture: many remains of the old field boundaries 

that are visible in the BW photo become apparent, but also some other things that do not correspond with 

obvious features in the modern landscape and that have been interpreted as is shown at the bottom right. 
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Identification of new features around known sites 

To some extent, the following examples might be not so different from the previous ones (the 
division into these four blocks I am following is just indicative). In this case the focus is not 
so much on portions of sites that have been recently destroyed but on traces documented 
around apparently well preserved sites. The first example, Coto das Medorras, is a site that 
has been extensively ploughed out (Figure 7). As in the previous example, recent aerial and 
satellite images here reveal a dense pattern of crop and soilmarks, a much more complex 
picture than just a circular enclosure. This is perhaps the most beautiful case documented so 
far. Although it would look like just one more example elsewhere in Europe, for this area I 
think this was an especially promising and remarkable find.  

Figure 6. A Medorra do Gavión (Ordes, A Coruña). Another largely damaged site, where the aerial image 

from the 50s is not really useful, but more recent images are, like the top two, both from 2010. Again, Lidar 

complements very well the traces visible in those images. The interpretation, compared with what was visible 

(or not) in the 50s, demonstrates that information on the “American flight” can sometimes be bettered by 
other sources. 
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Many of the cases where features were identified around known sites consist of traces of 
defensive earthworks, mostly ditches. Among many others, A Medorra do Cura/Castro de 
Oirós (Figure 8) is a good example. In other cases, such as Castro de Rendal (Figure 9), the 
traces that were identified reveal highly artificialized landscapes that have been totally or 
partially erased in the recent years. 

Figure 7. Coto das Medorras (Frades, A Coruña). The hillshade shows some subtle remains of eroded features 

that correspond with old field boundaries (as seen in the image from the 1950s) that followed a circular 

pattern but which showed  no clear evidence of earthworks. The good news comes from some recent images, 

such as the one from 2010, on which many cropmarks are perfectly visible (most of them also visible in other 

recent images, not shown here). The interesting thing is that they show a much more complex picture than just 

a circular enclosure. The interpretation gives a very different perspective about this site, especially compared 

with the suggested limits in the heritage inventory, based on superficial survey (the black dashed line). 
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Discovery of new hillforts 

Hillforts are obviously very prominent sites, and in Galicia they are the most popular, well-
known type of archaeological remains (together with burial mounds). They are always 
surrounded with legends, tales and other pieces of folklore, something that makes them easily 
recognizable even if their material remains have been destroyed. They are also very abundant: 
more than 3,000 of them have already been catalogued in Galicia (30,000 sq. km, 1 per 10 sq 

Figure 9. A Medorra do Cura/Castro de Oirós (Vila de Cruces, Pontevedra) is a good example of the many 

cases where the features identified around known sites consist of traces of defensive earthworks, mostly 

ditches. This is a small and apparently simple hillfort, where Lidar shows 2 ditches at most but that could 

have had up to 5, at least to the West, according to the satellite image on the right. 

Figure 8. Castro de Rendal (Arzúa, A Coruña) is partially destroyed, but still well visible. Lidar shows the 

remains of terraces and field boundaries, but aerial images show many other traces, some of them not 

corresponding with the field boundaries existing in the 50s (not shown here). Again, these traces suggest  

a complex built environment and a larger extent than previously assumed. 
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km on average). Even so, the widespread use of remote sensing tools is allowing the 
discovery of new sites, and this has been also the case in this project: I documented 25 new 
sites (potential new sites at least, until field reconnaissance is done). In this case, Lidar was 
the main source, although not the only one (Figure 10, top shows one example). In some 
cases, these new hillforts were surrounded by a highly modified topography, erased in the 
current landscape (Figure 10, bottom). 

Some other things 

To finish, I want to mention some other traces I found that are near some hillforts but do not 
seem to correspond directly with them. Figure 11 shows one example: there are many traces 
here, next to one hillfort and a supposed (but dubious) second one. Since they do not 
correspond with older field boundaries, their ancient origin is quite likely. However, I haven’t 

Figure 10. Top: Revolta do Pingo (Arzúa/Boimorto, A Coruña); bottom: Fraga dos Frades (Sobrado, A Coruña) 

are two of the newly discovered sites, mainly thanks to Lidar. 
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found a plausible interpretation for them yet, so they remain as indeterminate traces that 
would deserve some fieldwork to better characterize them. 

A second example is shown in Figure 12: those earthworks could be somehow related with 
the hillfort, although again I have no good idea of their possible origin and function yet.  
 
 

Figure 11. Some previously unknown traces found in the environs of Castro de Pousada and Couto do Castro 

(Mesía, A Coruña). Here, two hillforts had been catalogued (red dots), although the northernmost one does 

not correspond with any visible traces, and its topographic position is also very uncommon for a hillfort. It 

could be a case of wrong spatial location (wrong coordinates or something similar). But the striking thing is 

that there are some obvious traces of linear features nearby that are consistent in different aerial images and 

that also correspond with anomalies in the topography. Since they do not correspond with older field 

boundaries, their ancient origin is quite likely.   
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Final words 

In this brief text I just wanted to share with you my enthusiasm for having found a surprising, 
unexpected amount of information in a purely serendipitous way. I want to highlight again 
that all this has been done using only general-purpose, publicly available data, with absolutely 
no control over how and when they were captured. I believe that this is a promising 
experience, that encourages further exploration of the potential of this approach in this 
otherwise scarcely explored region (aerially, I mean). The current availability of affordable 
tools, such as UAVs equipped with different sensors beyond the RGB, puts us in a good 
position to continue with this kind of survey. I’ll keep you informed of progress! 
(This article is based upon work from CSIC TELEDETECT Thematic Interdisciplinary 
Platform members. Thanks very much to Rog for inviting me to send this contribution and 
editing the English).  
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My ‘Desert Island Book’: 
Wilson, D.R., 1982.  Air Photo Interpretation for Archaeologists1 

 
Chris Cox2 

 
The world was different in 1983, when I bought my first copy of what was to become my 
enduringly favourite book, at the shop next door to The Augustus John pub, Brownlow Hill, 
University of Liverpool. I needed something informative, succinct, affordable, and with 
pictures, following two really important occurrences. 
 
Dr Gill Chitty had just delivered a fascinating ‘intro to air photos’ 45 minute lecture to a 
group of restless Egyptologists in the department of Archaeology and Oriental Studies. I was 
then reading Rex Keating’s beautifully journalistic and rather thrilling book Nubian Rescue 
(Keating 1975) to inform my dissertation about the engineering aspects of what was to 
become known as ‘mitigation strategy’ in the then-distant 1990s. Keating referred to the work 
of a Dr Bill Adams from the University of Kentucky, Lexington USA, using stereo runs of 
vertical aerial photos to identify and map the position of hitherto unknown antiquities in the 
Egyptian and Nubian deserts before the land was flooded by the building of the second 
Aswan Dam between 1960 and 1969. A sort of proto-EAMENA project without GIS or 
satellite imagery. I was lucky enough to meet Bill Adams3 and receive copies of the negs to 
those photos the next year, 1984, in Sheffield and Cambridge. But before that I needed 
something to read because I’d seen an advert. 
 
An A4 typewritten advert in courier font, detailed an MA course for the following year at the 
University of Sheffield, led by a Dr Derrick Riley, an expert in the taking and archaeological 
interpretation of aerial photographs. It had been pinned on our notice board by the department 
Librarian while I was having coffee and trying to dry out some of my soaking bike gear over 
an ancient radiator. Idly reading it, I realised that this advert detailed exactly what I wanted to 
do, but to have any chance of getting an 
interview or being able to outline any interest in 
air photo interpretation for archaeologists, I had 
to know a bit more about it than being able to 
recount the details of several runs of vertical 
aerial photos in the Nubian Desert. The library 
was closed for lunch so I went to the bookshop 
next to the pub and had a good look in the 
archaeology section. There lay what was to 
become my favourite book, waiting for me in 
paperback, beside a copy of Riley (1980). I 
bought both and went away happy to inspect 
them over a pint of Higson’s next door. 
 
 

 
1 ISBN 07134 1085 and 1086: hardback and paperback 
2 info@airphotoservices.co.uk   Air Photo Services, March 2022 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Y._Adams 

 

mailto:info@airphotoservices.co.uk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Y._Adams
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I loved those books, the photos, the mapping, but particularly Air Photo Interpretation for 

Archaeologists, which is 40 this year. So much has happened since its publication, most of it 
technological and a lot of it involving satellites and ALS. But this succinct, informative and 
wonderful picture book still endures as a ‘handbook,’ a starting point and a pictorial guide to 
the interpretation of archaeological sites from the air, for both the beginner and more 
experienced aerial archaeologist. Augmented later by volumes such as Palmer (1984) and 
Kennedy and Riley (1990), it became a comforting and familiar guide to the development of a 
craft which to me has become a bit of a lifetime’s work, which I never thought I really stood a 
chance of being selected to pursue. 
 
The photos in Wilson 1982 really illustrate the rich and varied content of the Cambridge 
University Collection of Aerial Photographs (CUCAP), of which Wilson was then curator. 
Finding out that there was a site in Essex actually called Mucking was a bit of a bonus, but 
didn’t detract at all from what I considered, and still consider, to be a superb example of the 
perfect guide  to a deep and fascinating subject.  
 
I have bought and given away several copies of this 
book, some annotated in my illegible pencil scribble, 
others in new condition, to trainees at Air Photo 
Services, friends, my children, and the head of a then 
innovative and newly formed Classics and Archaeology 
A level course at a 6TH form college where we started 
teaching Air Photo Interpretation for Archaeologists in 
bite sized pieces in 1990. I think I have read it so much 
that I can remember each picture. It taught me about 
type sites, soils, geology and ‘artefacts’ as we now call 
them on negatives. It’s 205 main pages including 
glossary became and still are my go-to place to learn 
about air photos, before we could browse Google Earth 
on a device held in the palm of our hands. It has 
travelled with me, and been used consistently for 39 of 
its published 40 years. 
 
The second edition, Wilson (2000), is less exciting-
looking, slightly smaller, more restrained in format, and 
not quite as engaging. A handbag-sized Wilson 1982.  
 
In 1983/4 I was fortunate to meet and get to know Dr David Raoul Wilson at the Monde 
Building while visiting CUCAP and attending an early AARG meeting with Derrick and Rog. 
Previous reading of Wilson 1982 got me into the University of Sheffield department of 
Archaeology and Prehistory as a post-grad and helped me to begin to understand British 
Archaeology from the Air and integrate it with my knowledge of Egyptian and Near Eastern 
studies. This process is still ongoing.  
 
David was a quiet and private person with a deep interest in Roman archaeology, about which 
I then knew very little beyond the Roman period in Egypt, and was helpful, encouraging and 
reserved. He was also an accomplished Medieval dancer and an excellent aerial photographer. 
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David Wilson is no longer with us, but his book remains central to my own library, and one 
which I will never cease to re-read, and recommend to students and trainees who wish to 
access the wealth of information to be gained from the 
aerial view, and to begin to understand and build a 
visual ‘mind-bank’ of diverse types of sites and features 
seen on aerial photos.  
 
Its rich buff and green coloured cover and beautiful, 
now retro, Batsford title font enclose a wealth of 
information, for me the gateway to endless interest and 
lifelong professional surprise at actually being able to 
interpret air photos for archaeology with something 
approaching confidence. 
 
That is as far as I have ever come to reviewing this 
book. In the unlikely instance of being invited to 
present my own selection of Desert Island Discs on 
BBC Radio 4 it would travel with me alongside The 
Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from 
Mars, Band on the Run and the Young Person’s Guide 
to the Orchestra.  
 
Wilson 1982 is indeed the ‘Rock and Roll of Aerial Archaeology’. 
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The archaeological potential of KH-9 HEXAGON satellite photographs: the 
Roman temporary camps and siege works at Machaerus and Masada 

 
Martin J. F. Fowler1 

 

Introduction 

Operational between 1971 and 1986, the KH-9 HEXAGON photoreconnaissance satellite 
system was the successor to the well-known CORONA system and provided worldwide 
broad-area search and surveillance and mapping for US strategic intelligence requirements 
(NRO, 1992). Whilst the photographs acquired by CORONA between 1960 and 1972 were 
declassified in 1995 and have since been used extensively for archaeological (Fowler, 2013) 
and other landscape studies (e.g. Nita et al., 2018), it was only in 2013 that HEXAGON 
photographs were finally declassified. It took a further 7 years for its worldwide coverage to 
be made readily available for purchase and download from United States Geological Survey 
(USGS). Thus, until recently, the HEXAGON archive has represented a latent resource for 
archaeological studies (Fowler, 2016).  

In an earlier article, I described how HEXAGON satellite photographs have the potential to 
show both upstanding and plough-levelled archaeological features in the landscape of 
Southern England (Fowler, 2021). Since CORONA has been found to be highly successful for 
the study of landscapes in the Middle East, in this article I extend the study to provide further 
examples of HEXAGON photographs to illustrate the quality and potential of the photographs 
in this region. Specifically, the Roman temporary camps and siege works at the fortresses at 
Machaerus and Masada are considered, and direct comparisons made with CORONA satellite 
photographs to illustrate the improved quality of the HEXAGON product. 

Historical context of the Roman siege works 

Much is known of the events surrounding the sieges of Machaerus and Masada from the 
writings of the former rebel commander and contemporary historian Titus Flavius Josephus in 
his book The Jewish War (Josephus (2017); see Sheppard (2013) for a concise illustrated 
overview of the campaign). In the year 66 CE, the Great Revolt began because of Roman and 
Jewish religious tensions. Anti-taxation protests and the plundering of the Second Temple 
prompted a wider, large-scale rebellion and the Roman military garrison of the province of 
Judaea was quickly overrun by the rebels. 

An abortive attempt at restoring order was made by the legate of Syria, Cestius Gallus with 
Legio XII Fulminata. Despite initial advances and the conquest of Jaffa, after abandoning the 
siege of Jerusalem in October 66 and withdrawing west to winter quarters, his force was 
ambushed and defeated by Jewish rebels. Tasked by Nero to crush the rebellion in Judea, 
Titus Flavius Vespasian invaded Galilee in 67 with four legions and embarked on a campaign 
to eradicate rebel strongholds and punish the population. Together with his son Titus, he 
captured the major Jewish strongholds of Galilee and finally overran the small, fortified town 
of Jotapata that was under the command of one Joseph b. Matityahu (Josephus) who then 

 
1 danebury216@hotmail.co.uk  
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defected to Vespasian. Subsequent events saw the fall of Joppa in the summer of 67 and an 
end to the war in Galilee. 

After a lull in military operations because of civil war and political turmoil in Rome following 
the death of Nero, Vespasian was proclaimed Emperor in 69 and returned to Rome. Titus 
besieged the centre of rebel resistance in Jerusalem in early 70 and after the successful assault 
of Herod’s Palace in the September, Jerusalem fell at a cost of 600,000 to 1,100,000 lives. In 
71, Titus departed for Rome, leaving Legio X Fretensis to defeat the remaining Jewish 
strongholds, including Machaerus and Masada, and thus bring an end to the First Jewish 
Revolt against Rome. 

Roman siege tactics 

The Romans were masters of siege warfare (Campbell, 2005) and, tragically, analogues of the 
techniques they employed are being played out by a modern-day imperialistic army as I write 
this piece. The elements of Roman siege-craft included: encampments established to ensure 
visual coverage of the objectives and to accommodate the attackers; the circumvallation 
enclosing the objective to control access; the siege embankment to elevate infantry to assault 
the enemy wall and to facilitate the advance of wheeled siege machinery to break through the 
defences. Supporting these elements would be artillery, infantry to exploit breaks in the 
defences, and a logistics tail to support the attackers. 

HEXAGON photographs 

The KH-9 HEXAGON satellite, colloquially known as ‘Big Bird’ on account of its size, 
carried two, independently controllable, 60-inch (1.8 m) effective focal length stereo 
panoramic cameras looking forward and aft of the flight track (see: NRO, 1977; Fowler, 
2016). Compared with the CORONA satellites which carried two fixed panoramic cameras 
looking 70° across the flight track, the HEXAGON cameras could be programmed to cover 4 
scan sectors (30°, 60°, 90° or 120°) centred at 0°, ±15°, ±30° or ±45° across the flight track to 
optimise the use of film. The maximum ground footprint was approximately 340 by 24 km, 
with the actual footprint depending on the altitude of the satellite and the mode of operation of 
the camera. The resulting photographs had a design specification spatial resolution of the 
order of 70 cm or better. HEXAGON missions averaged around 130 days in duration and 
returned up to 60,000 frames of panoramic photographs to Earth periodically throughout the 
mission by 4 re-entry vehicles or ‘buckets’. The films used by the cameras were mainly black 
and white, although occasionally colour and infrared film were also flown. However, from a 
cursory search, only infrared photographs covering the USA appear to be available from the 
USGS in addition to the standard black and white photographs. 

For this study, scans of two KH-9 HEXAGON photographs covering the fortresses at 
Machaerus in modern-day Jordan and Masada in Israel were purchased through the USGS 
Earth Explorer website (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) at a cost of US $30 per frame. The 
black and white photographs had been acquired by the forward-looking camera of Mission 
1209-2 on 01 December 1974 at around 09:09 UTC from an altitude of 159 km. The 
photographs were provided as 8-bit digital TIF images scanned at a resolution of 7 microns 
(3,600 dpi). Each frame covers a scan sector of 60° centred 15° to the right of the satellite 
ground track, giving a ground footprint of approximately 206 by 20 km (Figure 1).  

https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
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Table 1. Technical details of the HEXAGON (Mission 1209-2) and CORONA (Mission 1110-2) satellite 

photographs used in the study. 

 

For comparison with the HEXAGON photographs, two KH-4B CORONA frames were 
downloaded from the Earth Explorer website. The photographs had been taken at around 
08:43 UTC on 08 June 1970 from an altitude of 178 km by the forward-looking panoramic 
camera of mission 1110-2. Each frame covers a ground footprint of approximately 260 by 16 
km and had been similarly scanned at 7 microns.  

Technical details of the HEXAGON and CORONA photographs, including acquisition times, 
solar azimuths and elevations, and slant ranges to the satellite at the target locations as 
modelled using Systems Tool Kit (STK, cf. Fowler, 2011) are given in Table 1. 

Snippets from the HEXAGON and CORONA satellite photographs covering approximately 2 
by 2 km around each of the sites were georeferenced to the world high-resolution aerial 

Mission Date 
Time 

hh:mm:ss 

(UTC) 

EarthExplorer 

Entity ID 
Target 

Solar Slant 

Range to 

satellite 
Azimuth Elevation 

1209-2 01 Dec 1974 09:09:28 
D3C1209-

200214F018 
Machaerus 175° 36.5° 180 km 

“ “ 09:09:33 
D3C1209-

200214F020 
Masada 175° 36.7° 191 km 

1110-2 08 Jun 1970 08:43:36 
DS1110-

2300DF023 
Machaerus 123° 74.4° 184 km 

“ “ 08:43:39 
DS1110-

2300DF025 
Masada 122° 75.3° 189 km 

Figure 1. Footprints of HEXAGON photographs taken on 1 December 1974 covering the fortresses at 

Machaerus and Masada. The ground track of the descending orbital path of the satellite is shown by the red 

line. 
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imagery provided in ArcGIS Earth (https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/products/arcgis-
earth/overview). The process was challenging because of a paucity of suitable control points, 
the extremely rugged terrain, the limited options to rotate and stretch the photographs in 
ArcGIS Earth, and the distortions inherent in the panoramic photographs. The image extracts 
were successfully georeferenced to a Root Mean Square Error of ~50 m, compared with ~13 
m for the near nadir HEXAGON snippet covering Worthy Down in Southern England 
described previously and which had good control points and relatively flat terrain. Whilst 
higher fidelity georeferencing may have been achievable using a geographical information 
system such as QGIS, the level of accuracy achieved in this work is sufficient for the 
illustrative, rather than quantitative, study of the HEXAGON photographs of Machaerus and 
Masada. 

Machaerus 

Machaerus (31°34’03” N 35°37’26” E), the Herodian fortress palace where Salome danced 
and John the Baptist was beheaded, is on a conical hill amongst steep-sided valleys in the hills 
of the north-western Moab approximately 7 km east of the Dead Sea. In 66 CE, the fortress 
passed into the hands of the rebels and following the fall of Jerusalem, it was besieged in 71 
by Legio X Fretensis under the command of the legate of Judea, Sextus Lucilius Bassus 
(Campbell, 2005). According to Josephus, the fortress was taken by a ruse rather than by 
direct assault, with the defenders choosing to surrender when Bassus threatened to crucify one 
of their number who had been captured when trying to attack the Roman lines. 

Discovered in 1807, it was not until 1968 that archaeological surveys and excavations began 
at the site (Vörös, 2013). A detailed field survey was conducted one year before the 
HEXAGON photograph was taken and identified the camps, circumvallation and siege ramp 
erected by Bassus during the siege (Strobel, 1974). Since then, various excavations have been 
undertaken at the palace mainly by the Hungarian-Jordanian Archaeological Mission (Vörös, 
2012, 2013, 2017). In their book Rome’s Desert Frontier from the air, Kennedy and Riley 
(1990) provide a plan of the fortress palace and the surrounding Roman siege-works and 
camps and has formed the basis of my interpretation of the HEXAGON photograph. 

The rugged nature of the terrain surrounding the fortress palace can be seen in the 
HEXAGON extract shown in Figure 2 (orientated towards the south for ease of viewing). 
Close inspection of the image shows that many of the siege works mapped in Figure 48 of 
Kennedy and Riley (1990) can be identified on the image (Figure 3). Camps D and H are 
prominent from the darker tones of their walls and parts of the wall of circumvallation can be 
followed with the aid of the map. On the ground, the walls of the camps and circumvallation 
in places were reported by Strobel (1974) as being three or four layers of stones high and 
approximately 2 metres wide. The partially completed siege ramp to the north-west of the 
Herodian fortress palace can just about be discerned and within the palace, some features can 
be seen, including what could look like the zigzag of a modern military trench. As noted 
above, the photograph pre-dates the various excavations that took place from 1978 onwards 
and hence none of the detail of the excavations in interior of palace apparent in more recent 
air photographs can be seen on the HEXAGON photograph (e.g. Kennedy and Bewley, 2004; 
Vörös, 2012). 

https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/products/arcgis-earth/overview
https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/products/arcgis-earth/overview
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Figure 4 shows the CORONA satellite photograph of the same area that was taken 4 years 
earlier. When compared with Figure 2, the superior quality of the HEXAGON product is 
clearly apparent. Camps D and H can still be readily identified on the grainier CORONA 
photograph but are not as well defined and lack discernible interior detail (Figure 5). Camp B 
and the fortress palace are difficult to identify, even with prior knowledge of their locations 
from the HEXAGON photograph and Kennedy and Riley’s plan.  

 
 

Figure 2. HEXAGON satellite photograph of Machaerus acquired by Mission 1209-2 on 01 December 1974. 

Image courtesy of the US Geological Survey. Entity ID: D3C1209-200214F018. 
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Figure 3. Interpretation of the HEXAGON satellite photograph in Figure 2 showing the camps and siege works 

around the fortress palace at Machaerus. Those features apparent only on aerial photographs have been taken 

from Figure 48 of Kennedy and Riley (1990). 
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Figure 4. CORONA satellite photograph of Machaerus acquired by Mission 1110-2 on 08 Jun 1970. The area 

covered by the HEXAGON photograph in Figure 2 is outlined in yellow. Image courtesy of the US Geological 

Survey. Entity ID: DS1110-2300DF023. 

 

Overlaying the HEXAGON photograph and the transcription of the camps and siege works at 
Machaerus on a digital elevation model using ArcGIS Earth vividly illustrates the relationship 
of the features to the surrounding landscape (Figure 6). The camps can be seen to dominate 
the high ground surrounding the fortress palace except for the ride to the north-east. It is 
tempting to interpret a rectangular feature in the immediate foreground of Figure 6, and which 
was first noticed on the 3D view, as the site of a camp with sides approximately 70 by 55 m. 
Whilst Kennedy and Riley (1990) show nothing at this location, the sketch map in Strobel 
(1974) shows a possible camp around this location and the text comments ‘perhaps also a 
more extensive one (a legion-camp?)’2. However, the size of the visible feature suggests a 
smaller camp (or part of a larger camp), similar in size to camps B, D and H. 

 
2 It is, however, something of a challenge to tie-in the descriptions of the various camps with the features 

shown on the sketch map. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of CORONA and HEXAGON satellite photographs of Camps B, D, H and the fortress palace 

at Machaerus showing the superior quality of the HEXAGON product. Images courtesy of the US Geological 

Survey. Entity IDs: DS1110-2300DF023 and D3C1209-200214F018. 
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Figure 6. Three-dimensional view looking towards the south-west of the transcribed archaeological features and 

HEXAGON satellite photograph of Machaerus draped over a digital elevation model using ArcGIS Earth. Roman 

camps and siege works apparent on the HEXAGON photograph are shown in red and those visible only on aerial 

photographs as mapped by Kennedy and Riley (1990) are shown in orange. The location of a possible ‘new’ 
camp on the ridge to the north-east of the fortress is shown. Image courtesy of the US Geological Survey. Entity 

ID: D3C1209-200214F018. 

 

Masada 

The site of one of the most dramatic incidents of the First Jewish Revolt, the fortress of 
Masada (31°18’54” N 35°21’14” E) is located on a mass of rock some 7 km to the west of the 
Dead Sea, with precipitous cliffs on all sides. Occupied by sicarii rebels at the start of the 
revolt, following the death of Bassus the new legate Lucius Flavius Silva with Legio X 

Fretensis laid siege to the fortress in the winter-spring of 72/73 or 73/74 (Campbell, 2005; 
Magness, 2019). Camps were erected, the fortress was encircled with a circumvallation and a 
siege ramp constructed, taking advantage of a natural geological spur sloping up to the 
fortress. An iron-clad siege tower reportedly equipped with catapults and presumably a 
battering ram was deployed against the fortress walls, to which the defenders threw up a 
timber-laced earthwork to lessen its effectiveness. After setting fire to the woodwork, 
Josephus writes the attackers breached the defences and successfully entered Masada the next 
day, only to find that the defenders had committed mass suicide. 

Although discovered in 1838, it took over 90 years before interest in the Roman features 
surrounding the fortress was stimulated by the publication in Antiquity of aerial photographs 
taken by the Royal Air Force that showed their astonishing state of preservation (Hawkes, 
1929). Thirty years later the internal configurations of the camps were planned by Richmond 
(1962) following a brief visit in 1960, and between 1963 and 1965 large-scale excavations of 
the fortress itself were conducted by Yigael Yadin attracting international interest as the 
largest archaeological enterprise attempted in the Holy Land at the time (Yadin, 1997). In 
contrast to the excavations at the fortress palace, only parts of the large camp believed to have 
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been Silva’s headquarters (camp F) have been excavated (Magness, 1996; Goldfus and 
Arubas, 2002). A sketch plan of the fortress and Roman siege works was published in 
Kennedy and Riley (1990) and has formed the basis of interpreting the HEXAGON satellite 
photograph. More recently, the siege works have been studied by Davies (2011) and a popular 
overview has been written by Magness (2019).  

Many of the temporary camps (labelled A to H) and wall of circumvallation that are mapped 
in Figure 46 of Kennedy and Riley (1990) can be readily identified on the HEXAGON 
satellite photograph shown in Figure 7 and the interpretation in Figure 8. Indeed, the quality 
of the photograph is such that the claviculae of the entrances of Camps B and F, the larger of 
the camps, can be readily identified. Along the wall of circumvallation, dark ‘dots’ appear to 
correspond to several small towers, and the siege ramp to the west of the fortress can be 
discerned as a light-toned feature with an obvious shadow.  

 
 

Figure 7. HEXAGON satellite photograph of Masada acquired by Mission 1209-2 on 01 December 1974. Image 

courtesy of the US Geological Survey. Entity ID: D3C1209-200214F020. 
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Figure 8. Interpretation of the HEXAGON satellite photograph Figure 7 showing the Roman camps and siege 

works around the fortress palace at Masada. Additional features not seen on the satellite photograph have 

been taken from Figure 46 of Kennedy and Riley (1990). 
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Figure 9. HEXAGON satellite photograph of the fortress at Masada. Image courtesy of the US Geological Survey. 

Entity ID: D3C1209-200214F020. 

 
An enlargement of the photograph of the fortress plateau (Figure 9) shows the casemate wall 
of the fortress, comprising two parallel walls divided into many rooms for garrisoning soldiers 
and supplies. Within the fortress, the outlines of the buildings forming the Western and 
Northern palace complexes can be seen, including the long parallel storerooms of the latter, as 
well as other buildings on the plateau and a southerly rectangular pool close to the casemate 
wall. Compared with the HEXAGON photograph of Machaerus, a greater level of detail of 
the interior of the fortress can be seen at Masada and reflects the extensive excavations that 
have taken place over the past 60 years.  

Figure 10 shows the CORONA satellite photograph of the same area covered by Figure 7. 
Whilst the CORONA photograph is grainier, many of the camps and part of the 
circumvallation can still be identified. Other photographs of Masada taken by CORONA on 5 
August 1970 and 29 September 1971 are similarly grainy, but still show the camps and 
circumvallation (Fowler, 2011). In Figure 11, the direct comparison of camps B, C, D and F 
on the CORONA and HEXAGON photographs vividly illustrates the superior quality of the 
HEXAGON product.  

Finally, the 3-D representation of the transcription of the camps and siege-works emphasises 
the precipitous nature of the terrain at Masada and the relationship of the siege works to the 
surrounding landscape (Figure 12). The ability to rotate and zoom-in on the HEXAGON 
photograph overlain on a digital terrain model is a useful feature of ArcGIS Earth to 
understand the topography of the landscape, although in places the inaccuracies in the 
georeferencing of the HEXAGON photograph can be noticeable when they mismatch the 
underlying digital terrain model of the extremely rugged terrain (e.g. Camps G and H).  
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Figure 10. CORONA satellite photograph of Masada acquired by Mission 1110-2 on 08 Jun 1970. The area 

covered by the HEXAGON photograph in Figure 7 is outlined in yellow. Image courtesy of the US Geological 

Survey. Entity ID: DS1110-2300DF025. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of CORONA and HEXAGON satellite photographs of Camps B, C, D and F at Masada. 

Images courtesy of the US Geological Survey. Entity IDs: DS1110-2300DF025 and D3C1209-200214F020. 
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Figure 12. Three-dimensional view of Masada looking towards the south-west of the transcribed archaeological 

features and HEXAGON satellite photograph draped over a digital elevation model using ArcGIS Earth. The 

Roman camps and siege works that are apparent on the HEXAGON photograph are shown in red. Features 

mapped in Figure 46 of Kennedy and Riley (1990) but not apparent on the HEXAGON photograph are shown in 

orange. Image courtesy of the US Geological Survey. Entity ID: D3C1209-200214F020. 

 

Discussion 

In the previous article in this series, I described both upstanding and plough levelled 
archaeological features on a HEXAGON photograph of Southern England (Fowler, 2021). In 
this study, the coverage is extended eastwards and shows that elements of the Roman 
temporary camps and siege works at Machaerus and Masada can be readily identified on 
HEXAGON photographs. Indeed, it is possible that a ‘new’ camp at Machaerus, previously 
noted in passing by Strobel (1974), may have been identified from the HEXAGON 
photograph, although apart from its rectangular shape and position covering the ridge to the 
north-east of the fortress, there is nothing to date the feature. 

The direct comparison of HEXAGON and CORONA satellite photographs of Machaerus and 
Masada shows the superior quality of the HEXAGON photographs used in this study. 
Compared with the summer CORONA photographs, the observing conditions when the 
HEXAGON photographs were taken were undoubtedly well suited to the observation of 
features in relief with lower solar elevations (Table 1) and, presumably, cold, haze-free 
conditions of the winter morning. The 1.8 m focal length panoramic cameras carried by the 
KH-9 HEXAGON missions were a significant improvement over the 0.6 m focal length J-3 
cameras carried by CORONA. When scanned at 3,600 dpi, I estimate the digital images of the 
second-generation positive photographs held by the USGS to have a ground sample distance 
(GSD) of approximately 1 m at the locations of Machaerus and Masada3, compared with >2 m 
for the similarly scanned CORONA photographs. Whilst the GSD provides some indication 

 
3 Because of the oblique nature of the panoramic camera photographs, the GSD of the photographs will 

increase as targets are the further away from nadir. 
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of the HEXAGON products’ spatial resolutions, further work is required to quantify the actual 
resolutions of the scanned HEXAGON photographs as well as variations between missions. 

Given the extensive past use of CORONA photographs in archaeological studies in the 
Middle East, HEXAGON photographs with their higher quality can be expected to have a 
similar, if not greater, utility for aerial archaeology studies in this region. Indeed, whilst 
writing this article a FirstView article has appeared in Antiquity presenting four case studies 
that illustrate the benefits and limitations of HEXAGON satellite photographs in the Middle 
East (Hammer, FitzPatrick and Ur, 2022). More widely, the HEXAGON archive provides a 
unique, relatively high resolution, view of most of the Earth’s land surface (excluding much 
of Australia, and the polar icecaps of Greenland and Antarctica) as it existed in the 1970s and 
1980s. Since individual photographs cost only US $30 to scan4, and once scanned are 
available to everyone through the EarthExplorer website, the HEXAGON archive 
undoubtedly represents a highly cost-effective resource for aerial archaeology and other 
landscape studies across the globe. 
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UAV flown ALS for investigations of archaeological sites and historical 
landscapes in Russia: first results from a 2018 – 2022 project 

 
Vasily Novikov 1 

 
Introduction 

Until recent times, use of Airborne Laser Scanning to investigate archaeological sites in 
Russia has been rare due to its high cost and the need to hire aircraft. Not until 2018 did we 
manage to begin regular use of ALS flown by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles to survey historical 
landscapes and sites. What I describe below has come from the company 
«Energotransproekt» and fund «Tavolga» project. 
 
For our projects we are using the AGM-system drone mounted laser scanner based Velodyne 
Ultra Puck. The point cloud was processed using ArcGIS, AutoCAD, Civil 3D, Microstation, 
Global Mapper and Agisoft software. 
 
Due to the natural and historical features of Russia, a lot of different archeological sites such 
as settlements, fortress, barrow groups, etc. are situated in remote places, often along the 
riverbanks, and covered with forest and canopy growth, or they undergo flooding. Thus, the 
historical anthropogenic landscape, in most cases, has changed significantly throughout 
centuries. Many sites were damaged by natural factors, such as flooding and meandering of 
riverbeds, deforestation or forest overgrowth, or as a result of anthropogenic activities and 
technogenic impacts.  
 
Unfortunately, due to the methods of archaeological documentation used in the mid-20th 
century, a considerable number of archeological sites are not well documented, with only 
manual or semi-instrumental plans available. A great deal was revealed during field walking 
reconnaissance, that was carried out with great care, but still cannot claim to be 
unconditionally comprehensive.  
 
In the period from 2018 to 2022, the project was carried out in 12 regions in the Central 
European part of Russia, one region in Belorussia (forest zone) and one region in the southern 
European part of Russia (steppe zone) and covered an area of 9,677.31 hectares (Fig 1). On 
this territory approximately 77 sites were investigated, which mainly date from the Bronze 
Age to the Middle Ages, but also include objects from the 17th to the first half of the 20th 
centuries. Among the sites and objects that were scanned were settlements, fortresses, barrow 
groups, single barrows, fortifications, buildings, structures, boundary markers, battlefields and 
special anthropogenic paleo-landscape objects, for example, opencast mine and mines 
(Novikov, 2022). 
 
Barrow landscapes 

Single barrows and groups of barrows are the most common objects. Very often barrows are 
indicators for investigators to find a nearby settlement of the same period. During our project 
we have noted a lot of variations in height (from 20 – 30 centimeters and greater), form and  

 
1 vasily.novikov@gmail.com  ET ‘ENERGOTRANSPROEKT’, Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology RAS, RF. 

mailto:vasily.novikov@gmail.com
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  Fig 1. Map with objects, which were discovered by ALS during the project between 2018 and 2022. 

 

  

Fig 2. ALS of the barrows in the Forest and Steppe zone: 1 – classified data and view of the barrow group 

(Tverskaya oblast); 2 – classified data and view of the barrow  in Krasnodarsky region; 3 – classified data of 

the barrow in the territory of plowing field (Krasnodar Krai). 
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condition of barrows. In particular cases we could set apart barrows with chamber 
inhumations. Also, the high density of ALS points gave us the possibility to find ploughed 
barrows, which could be impossible to identify even during geodesic survey. Results of ALS 
were verified by geophysics (magnetometry, electric prospecting survey) and during walking 
reconnaissance  (Fig 2).  
 
An interesting example of the investigation of barrow landscapes was work on one of the 
largest monuments of the Viking age in Russia, the archaeological complex Gnezdovo. This 
site, dating from the 9th to the early 11th centuries, is located 12 km west of the modern city of 
Smolensk, stretching along both banks of the Dnieper river for 5 km. It covers an area of 
about 360 hectares and includes 9 barrow groups with a total known number of over 5,000 
barrows, 4 settlements and 2 fortresses identified to date. Historically, the territory of the 
complex has been an arena for all kinds of natural and anthropogenic impacts. Gnezdovo was 
the first archaeological Viking age site where airborne laser scanning was applied in Russia 
and we have surveyed this site twice flying UAV-ALS at different altitudes and in different 
seasons etc. The project was first carried out in 2018 and covered the area of 240 heсtares and 
in 2020 we covered almost 1000 hectares (Fig 3). 
 
Among the nine barrow groups found in this area, the most complicated and challenging for 
scanning was the so called ‘Lesnaya’ barrow group which has been damaged greatly 
throughout history. The barrows in this group are situated very close to one another, and 
many partly overlap. The majority of the barrows have been damaged by agricultural 
activities and wartime fortifications, with others being destroyed in the 19th century during 
railway construction work. Many were subjected to excavation in early 20th century, 
unfortunately, with the use of a very imperfect method referred to as ‘the well’. The entire 
group is covered by a pine wood or leafy forest with thick undergrowth (Fig 4). 
 
All of these obstacles have put off a thorough complex instrumental study of the barrow 
group. A visual survey undertaken in 1924 revealed approximately 2200 barrows. The only 
topographic plan was made in 1950 and did not include more than 30% of the barrow 
mounds. In 2010, a series of aerial photos taken by the Luftwaffe in 1944, were introduced 
into scientific use but could not shed much light on the matter. 
 
Aerial laser scanning allowed us to make the first accurate plan of the barrow landscape. The 
next step was a detailed verification of the scanning results during field walking 
reconnaissance. In the course of this work, up to 15% of previously unknown barrows were 
discovered, ranging from 30 to 50 centimeters in height and three to six meters in diameter. 
Also, the location of barrows excavated in mid-20th century was detected. ’Lesnaya’ barrow 
group includes cremation and inhumation burial places in chambers and, in a number of cases, 
we were able to distinguish chamber burials from pits excavated in the 19th century (Fig 5). 
 
In 2017 a local excavation project was started near the barrow field. For a long time this part 
of the area had been affected by agricultural ploughing, and the upper cultural layer had been 
totally destroyed. For this area, laser scanning clearly showed, that the terrain has a slight 
level difference. It was assumed that certain parts the terrain might preserve inviolate cultural 
layers. This was later confirmed during excavation work. Also, data collected with the use of 
ALS helped us detect boundary barrow mounds, predominantly heavily damaged and 
extending the formerly defined bounds of the barrow group (Fig 6). 
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        Fig 3. Archaeological complex Gnezdovo. Map of the site, result of ALS and aerial photos of the site. 
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Fig 4. Archaeological complex Gnezdovo. «Lesnaya» barrow group and the Central Settlement. View of 

the «Lesnaya» barrow group. 
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Fig 5. Archaeological complex Gnezdovo. The result of the field work reconnaissance and different 

archive data of the southern part of «Lesnaya» barrow group.  
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Fig 6. Archaeological complex Gnezdovo. View of the ALS data and the place where destroyed barrows were 

discovered. 

 
To verify and enhance these results, we applied also up-to-date methods of geophysics, 
namely magnetometry. This enabled us to map abnormalities defining the remaining holes of 
the buildings, the ploughed parts of the cultural layer dating back to middle and second half of 
the 10th century and, as we now understand, a territory with barrows destroyed by ploughing.  
 
All these completed and considered, we found it necessary to carry out one more laser 
scanning with a greater density, 30 to 40 points per square meter, to detect the slightest level 
differences that may indicate former ditches or bases of mounds. This gave us the possibility 
to draw a zone of destroyed barrows and even count an approximate number as ten. Another 
prospect for the project, as we see it, is making it more integrated and multi-method, 
including ALS, applied geophysics (namely, magnetometry and electric prospecting), as well 
as taking magnetic susceptibility measurements to investigate different layers and fillings we 
discovered in 2020 in the course of excavation. We may also be able to locate the extent of 
destroyed barrows by combining magnetometry with ALS data (Novikov, 2021a, b) 
 
Fortresses and Settlements 

Fortresses with ditches and ramparts are strongly marked on the landscape and during the 
project we have compiled a catalogue of fortresses of different dates from the Bronze to 
Medieval Ages. ALS allows us to detect anthropogenic impacts of the fortresses, which may 
include contemporary objects as well as traces of old excavations (Fig 7). 
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Fig 7. The results of ALS: 1 – 4 – hillforts (Moskovskay, Smolenskaya, Brianskaya, Tulsjaya oblasts); 5 – 

boundaries of the recultivated excavation site of the 1970s–1980s (Gnezdovo, Smolenskaya obl.); 6 - foundation 

of a 19th century church (Bryansk Oblast); 7 - fortification of the 17th century (Gnezdovo, Smolenskaya obl.). 

 
ALS data may make it possible to discover settlements, but only by concatenation of 
circumstances. For example, if we can identify an open complex of pit of houses, which were 
not ploughed or if we could unfortunately detect pits of robbery.  
 
An interesting example is an archeological complex, Strekalovka. This site, dating to the 14th- 
15th centuries, is located not far from the modern city of Tula and situated within woodland, 
which in 16th – 17th centuries was a special military line of fortresses, ramparts, military pits 
and deadfall against nomads. Later this region had lost its military role, but this region was 
not reclaimed. And now it is a wide and deep forest line with archaeological sites, which were 
not ploughed after 17th centuries.  
 
Making a geodesic survey there is impossible. Even with ALS it needed two attempts before 
we could get a positive result. In September we have collected only 1 – 2 points per square 
meter, which were insufficient to record the medieval archeology in this territory, but the next 
attempt gave us enough points to understand this archeological site.  
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During three years reconnaissance, our archeological expedition found 34 pits of houses and 
forges of the 14-15th centuries, two settlements and one fortresses (Fig 8). After using ALS, 
numbers increased to more than 320 pits, some as shallow as 10 – 15 centimeters, two new 
settlements and, for the first time, the traces of fortress of the 16th century (Novikov, 2021c). 
 

Fig 8. - Results of ALS of the ancient settlement of 14th century: 1 – classified point cloud and a forest of 

fortification of the 16th - 17th centuries  “zasechnaya cherta” (Tulskaya Oblast) 2 – area of Malaya Strekalovka 

settlement; 2.1, 2.2 – village pits; 2.4 – settlement pits and their excavation results of 2018–2020. 
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Different objects 

ALS also gave us the possibility to detect old excavations, architecture, fortifications of the 
17th century and Second World War, and field boundaries of the 18th – 19th centuries.  
 
In the Tverskoy region, among other archeological objects, we found a lot of anthropogenic 
rows and cairns of stones. We do not really understand what these are. But now we hope, that 
they will be archaeologically excavated. In total we have found approximately 120 such 
objects. Their height ranges between 20 cm and 1.40 meters (Fig 9). 
 

 

Fig 9. – Result of ALS and field reconnaissance: anthropogenic rows and cairns of the stones from the medieval 

settlements in Tverskay oblast. 

 
 
Not far from the city of Penza is a fortress, which mainly dates from the 10th to 13th centuries. 
This fortress has three ramparts and on the side facing the enemy we detected thousands of 
military pits to deter the nomadic cavalry (Fig 10). 
 

Fig 10. - Result of ALS and excavation: “wolf/trapping” pits of the 13th century, of the Zolotarevka hillfort, and 

the result of their excavation (Penza Oblast). 
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A separate study used ALS on site of the ‘Sudbishenskaya’ Battle in 1555. This made it 
possible to identify temporary fortifications, localize the place of the battle and, in 
conjunction with geophysical research, expand the boundaries of the battlefield.  
 
Prospection 

In the course of the project, we tested airborne laser scanning sensors mounted on unmanned 
flying vehicles in different seasons and under different weather conditions. This helped us 
determine the best optimal indicators and the sufficient number of ground points for barrow 
groups, settlements, fortresses, etc. In the Forest zone these equated to 30-50 points per square 
meter and in the Steppe zone, 20-30 points. 
 
Our practical experience after 5 years show us that using ALS from a UAV in Russia has a 
special features for each zone, steppe or forest, and special conditions for separate regions. 
Seasons, the type of forest and its canopy could impose constraints on using this method. But 
ALS based UAV gave super advantages to detect different archeological sites and different 
objects in those locations and conditions.  
 
Historically, the anthropogenic landscape is commonly affected by numerous destructive 
factors, which may result in quite unpredictable changes. Archaeological study may most 
effectively be undertaken using ALS combined with (or better preceded by) a more complex 
and multi-method research including advanced present-day methods of exploration 
geophysics and verification during walking reconnaissance.  
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Historic England’s Aerial Archaeology Mapping Explorer 

Simon Crutchley1  

 
Introduction 

The Aerial Archaeology Mapping Explorer2 is a new application that provides free online 
access to more than 30 years’ worth of archaeological survey data produced by Historic 
England, and its predecessor organisations. This includes not just projects carried out ‘in-
house’, but also grant-funded partners. For the first time, it is possible to view the results of 
over 100 archaeological aerial mapping projects in one place. 
 

Over those 30 years, methods and technology have changed massively, developing from the 
hand-drawn inked overlays of the 1980s to modern, fully digital GIS projects. Data have 
always been provided on a case-by-case basis, and it was archived by individual project. Key 
interpretive data underlying the mapping was also recorded in separate historic environment 
systems. The evolution of the programme as a series of projects meant that although we had 
the same baseline methods, no single standardised dataset existed.  
 
 

 
1  Simon.Crutchley@HistoricEngland.org.uk   Aerial Investigation & Mapping Team, Historic England 
2 Aerial Archaeology Mapping Explorer | Historic England  

Mapping projects completed with a pop-up box showing information for a Yorkshire coastal assessment. 

mailto:Simon.Crutchley@HistoricEngland.org.uk
https://historicengland.org.uk/research/results/aerial-archaeology-mapping-explorer/
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History 

As many members of AARG are aware the Royal Commission on the Historic Monuments of 
England (RCHME) has a long history of taking aerial photographs and mapping and 
interpreting archaeological sites from them. 
 
Mapping 

They have been taking and collecting aerial photographs since the 1960s, when the Air Photo 
Unit was set up. Mapping and interpretation for specific sites, and small areas followed, but it 
was not until the late 1980s that large area landscapes were mapped. These began with the 
Dartmoor project, recording the earthwork remains of Dartmoor and were followed by the 
Yorkshire Wolds, mapping the cropmark remains of the extensive prehistoric and later 
landscapes. In both these cases the end product was a publication, providing a synthesis of the 
archaeology, with individual features recorded only in a gazetteer. 
 
The next step was the Kent project, where each feature mapped was also recorded in a 
bespoke database, that documented, not only the presumed date and function of each feature, 
but also registered their morphology according to a standard set of terms. Further projects 
followed in the Yorkshire Dales and Thames Valley, using the same recording criteria. Apart 
from Dartmoor, which used a single set of vertical photographs and photogrammetry to 
produce detailed mapping of earthwork remains, the earliest projects mainly used a range of 
photographs and used manual transcription methods to transfer details of archaeological 
features seen on aerial photographs onto film overlays against a usually 1:10,000 scale 
Ordnance Survey map, although some of the Wolds mapping used the 1” scale 1:10560. This 
hand-drawn method gave varying degrees of accuracy depending on the level of control on 
the aerial photographs and type of landscape, being generally more accurate in relatively flat 
areas with plenty of field boundaries, and less so in steep remote uplands with less control. 
 
The next development came with the Northamptonshire project (1994) which was the first to 
be completed in a digital environment and the first where all aerial photographs were digitally 
rectified (a process to accurately remove all distortions in an image) using specialist software. 
Over time, increasing use of digital methods improved the accuracy, detail and usability of the 
products. A key factor was the ability to add ‘object data’ to the drawings, enabling important 
information about the mapped features (e.g. PERIOD, TYPE and EVIDENCE) to be 
included. 
 
From the 1990s, the aerial mapping projects produced descriptions of each archaeological site 
for the local or national historic environment records. The app links together the descriptions 
and the digital mapping for the first time. This allows users to view a short-hand version 
(‘attributes’) of the interpretation in the app or to follow a link to the full historic environment 
record. 
 
Sources 

As noted above, apart from Dartmoor, the early projects used a range of photographs from 
which to map and record features. Some projects used only oblique photographs, but vertical 
photographs were quickly added to the mix when it was seen how much information they 
recorded, even though they had not been taken for archaeological purposes. Those carrying 
out the mapping have been fortunate in that the Historic England Archive has the largest 
collection of aerial photographs in England and is therefore the key source for archaeological 
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mapping projects. The archive, which began its collection in 1965 rapidly recording field 
monuments throughout England, was expanded from the 1980s to include aerial photographs 
taken by the Royal Air Force, Ordnance Survey and various commercial companies for non-
archaeological purposes. Historic England continues a programme of specialist aerial 
reconnaissance to discover hidden remains and to photograph many aspects of the historic 
environment and has recently added the capability to capture vertical photographs. 
 
Other important archives include the relevant Historic Environment Records (HERs), which 
often hold local photograph collections. The Cambridge University Collection of Aerial 
Photography (CUCAP) has been a useful resource in the past, but unfortunately, only a part of 
this collection is currently available, and online only. Since the 2000s national coverage of 
georeferenced orthophotography has been available through the Aerial Photography for Great 
Britain (APGB) initiative and this has been used alongside online sources such as Google 
Earth. 
 
The next step change in sources came in the early 2000s when airborne laser scanning data, or 
lidar, was first used by the Stonehenge aerial mapping project in 2001. By 2006, the 
Environment Agency supplied lidar-derived imagery as 2m resolution tiles, lit from a single 
direction, and these began to be used in aerial mapping projects on a regular basis. The 
usefulness of this data was limited by its low resolution, and the fact that only a single 
direction hillshade was available, but in 2015 Environment Agency lidar became freely 
available for much of England at resolutions up to 25cm. Freely available specialist software 
provides multiple visualisations of the data which enables the aerial archaeologist to identify 
earthworks that can be difficult to see with the naked eye, especially if they are very subtle 
features or are obscured by vegetation. Apart from its known ability to penetrate tree canopies 
and therefore allow the mapping of features surviving in woodland, lidar is particularly 
effective for mapping any areas with extensive surviving earthworks, such as the uplands, but 
also in lowland areas where the earthworks have been denuded by modern ploughing and are 
thus difficult to interpret on the ground. 
 
Although, projects were initially undertaken by internal staff from RCHME (now Historic 
England), from the 1990s both in-house and contract staff were employed. Currently most 
aerial mapping projects are undertaken by other organisations, either grant-funded by Historic 
England or occasionally the National Lottery Heritage Fund or Universities. Historic England 
staff concentrate on developing standards and innovation through their continuing 
participation in a variety of mapping projects. 
 
Context and drivers 

‘Expanding the digital availability of our assets to improve access, participation, and user 

experience’ is one of the twelve strategic activities in the Historic England Corporate Plan and 
this provided part of the context for the development of the application. Another significant 
driver, however, was feedback that was gathered from users of aerial archaeological mapping 
data as part of a technical review undertaken in 2019. The survey gave clear empirical 
evidence that improved access to aerial mapping data, specifically via an online mapping 
portal, was a something users really wanted. 
 
The data for most of the projects, and certainly all later ones has been provided to the relevant 
HER, both as the mapped data (in later years including attached ‘object data’) and the actual 
records, extracted from the monument database. A number of HERs have incorporated this 
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data into their online mapping portals, such as the Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s Historic 
Environment viewer and the Devon Environment Viewer. The level of detail in the various 
portals varies, with the vast majority just recording the extents of the site, as opposed to 
delineating the individual features. Even where these are recorded, they are normally on a 
layer, with a single symbology. 
 
By contrast, when data has been provided to customers, something that has also been done 
since the early days of mapping, it is provided either as an AutoCAD drawing file, or a 
shapefile, but in both cases with the data symbolised according to its form. This is designed to 
make it easy to differentiate between features such as the ‘bank’ of a barrow and the ‘ditch’ of 
an extractive pit. However, because the mapping has until very recently been carried out in 
AutoCAD, it has tended to be provided in small chunks, and often had to be processed further 
to make it user friendly for the customer. 
 
Providing direct access for users to data that was user friendly, and preferably interrogatable, 
was therefore seen as both beneficial to the end user, and as a more efficient use of internal 
resources. Furthermore, whilst several HERs have taken the Historic England data and 
incorporated it into their mapping portals, this is by no means true for the whole of England, 
and each HER only covers its own area, with any mapping and recording stopping at the 
county, or other appropriate border. 
 
That said, within England there is a single point of access for Historic England research 
records and monument data held by HERs with an online presence, Heritage Gateway. 
However, this suffers from the same shortcomings as the individual HERs mentioned above, 
in that it primarily records just the extent of the site and with a simple single symbology. 
 
England is not the first country to look at the possibility of an online mapping portal. Both 
Wales, with its Historic Wales web-portal and Coflein and Scotland with Canmore provide 
access to their respective national heritage data, with Canmore including aerial mapping - 
undertaken by the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland 
and latterly Historic Environment Scotland. 
 
A number of these online portals utilise ESRI’s ArcGIS Online platform which was released 
in 2012. It was the adoption of this by Historic England that provided the technical capability 
to release such a large dataset. 
 
Development 

As has been noted above, the long history of mapping, together with changes in recording 
practice over time, were key reasons for the development of the app; providing a standardised 
version of the data collected over 30 years. Even the digital data, which had been collected 
over 20 years by a range of individuals and in a variety of systems, required cleaning and 
standardisation. Editing the spatial data, in terms of ensuring there were no self-intersecting 
features etc, was relatively straightforward, especially after we’d made the decision to 
effectively have only a single layer, by turning all the ‘line’ features into ‘polygons’, simply 
by adding a 50cm buffer. 
 
This was not the case for the attribute data, which came in a wide variety of forms. After the 
decision to limit the number of core fields used as attributes, with detailed monument records 
available as a link to the Heritage Gateway, it was then necessary to edit the various data sets 
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to ensure that the relevant data was available and correct. In most cases, this was simply a 
matter of renaming existing fields, but elsewhere required extracting data from other areas 
e.g. not all records recorded the ‘EVIDENCE’ in a separate field, but might mention it in the 
descriptive text i.e. A prehistoric enclosure seen as a cropmark’. In addition, a number of 
blanks had to be filled in where attribute data had been missed off in the original AutoCAD 
drawing. In many cases this was simply a case of a few small elements, where the data could 
be calculated from adjacent elements, but in others meant a small amount of detective work, 
even occasionally going back to original sources. 
 
One of the greatest challenges, but one of the most important because of the need to connect 
to full monument records, was creating the hyperlink to the monument record held on the 
Heritage Gateway. Depending on who did the mapping and recording, the attached monument 
number might relate to a Historic England Research Record, one for the relevant HER, both, 
or occasionally neither. For several HERs there was an added complication in that the HER 
number is not the same as the number used to link to the record. In some areas this was 
simply a case of adding a prefix, but elsewhere the e.g. in Suffolk, the numbers are totally 
different. In a number of cases, these number were completely absent and had to be populated 
retrospectively in the attribute table. Even after all this concordance, in some instances this 
has not been possible, so there is currently no link to the monument record. 
 
After combining and cleaning all the data, it was then a case of deciding how best to make it 
available to the widest possible audience. The Historic England aerial team have previous 
experience using the Esri suite of tools. Although this had primarily been standard GIS, we 
had also become familiar with ArcGIS Online and Webapp Builder, which we’d used for 
earlier projects such as ‘Capability Brown’ and ‘Cannock Chase’. Because these are widely 
recognised and because of the familiarity and ease of use, especially in terms of creating links 
and pop-up boxes, it was, therefore, decided that we would use these again. 
 
User experience 

The app is designed to allow access to various levels of data, depending on scale. At the top 
level, there is basic information about the projects including when they were carried out and 
in what format. Below that, there is information about the monument, at the level as described 
in the Heritage Gateway. Finally, the unique element of the app, is the detailed mapping of 
individual features, according to their original form.  
 
Selecting any element provides a pop-up box, which shows basic information about the type, 
period and form of the feature and the source that it was seen on, as well as a link to the more 
detailed record or project report. At the most detailed level there are links to detailed 
descriptions of the PERIOD, TYPE and EVIDENCE terms, to help those unfamiliar with 
some of the terminology. 
 
As with most apps of this sort, there is some simple functionality: 

• Search - Search for your area of interest by name, post code or National Grid Reference. 

• Base map - Select from a range of base maps, including both traditional map bases and aerial 

imagery, familiar to users of Google Earth etc. 

• Measure – Simple tools to measure length and area; the former is primarily to help users find 

the distance to their area of interest, but they can also be used to investigate the various 

features in the map. 

https://services.historicengland.org.uk/designed-landscapes-map/index.html
https://services.historicengland.org.uk/cannock-chase-map/
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• Add data – As well as being able to search by name etc, it is also possible to add a shapefile, 

and other forms of data, to use as the basis for a search 

• Query – As well as selecting data by an imported file, it is also possible to simply select an 

area of interest by drawing a range of different shapes on the map. This brings up a ‘film 
strip’ showing the data from the pop-up for each feature. 

In addition to selecting by location, the app also gives the ability to carry out simple searches 
based on PERIOD and TYPE. Because of the way that the data has been created, there are 
limitations on how they can be queried, but it is hoped that this will be useful at a basic level. 

Impact 

The app was launched in October in 2021 and had an immediate impact, gaining over 75,000 
views in the first week.  Over the following couple of weeks, it continued to average over 
1000 hits per day, and, even before the boost obtained from the launch of the Aerial Photo 
Explorer (APEX), was averaging more than 100 hits per day, surpassing similar Historic 
England apps. 
 
It has since become the most popular news story of all time at Historic England with a record 
breaking 32,895 views and had extensive national and local press coverage at the launch, 
including the Guardian and an interview on Radio 4. In the archaeological press there was a 
detailed article in British Archaeology and a double page spread in Current Archaeology. 
There were a total of nearly 50 media pieces across the board. 
 

Screen shot showing mapping and pop-up boxes giving information and further links to highlighted IA/Roman and Medieval features. 
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In addition, there was a substantial knock-on effect to the rest of Historic England with a 
100% increase in traffic to Heritage Gateway on launch day and persistent 50% increase 
across the week 
There was also a 1,441% increase in traffic to RRS Report launch page and persistent 100-
200% increase across the week. 
 

The response via email and across social media was almost exclusively positive with 122,000 
Twitter impressions on @HistoricEngland and @HEArchaeology. As of one week after the 
launch, the original post currently stood at 55,883 impressions, including 2052 engagements, 
429 likes, 33 quote tweets and 181 re-tweets. Overall, the percentage of engagements was 
well above average. 

 
Future 

The current version of the Aerial Archaeology Mapping Explorer is just the first step. The 
initial aim  
was to make most of the data collected over the past 30 years as accessible as possible, as 
quickly as possible. Because of the restrictions with the original hand drawn, data it was 
decided at the outset that those early projects, available only as scanned raster images, would 
initially be included as a separate layer, where data could be seen, but not interrogated. One of 
the next phases of the project aims to process these so that, at least there will be a ‘monument 
extents’, defining the feature and linking to the record held within Heritage Gateway, 
improving the usability of this dataset. 
 

Screen shot showing mapping and pop-up boxes giving information and further links to highlighted WW2 features. 
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As well as these early hand drawn projects, there were also some digital projects, such as 
Cornwall and Northamptonshire, where we had difficulty collating the data and linking to the 
monument records. These were temporarily excluded, to allow the bulk of data to be added at 
the app to launch. These project areas will be added in due course. The work of the team and 
our grant-funded partners is ongoing, so as new areas are completed, they will be added to the 
map. 
 
As far as functionality goes, we also intend to make improvements. Key amongst these will 
be looking into the possibility of making the data available in a format that others will be able 
not just to view and query, but also to incorporate into their own applications. 
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Memories of AARG’s first training school: Kiliti-Siofok, Hungary, 1996 
 
 
Here follows an assortment of distant memories by teachers and students of a fairly chaotic 
week. 
 
 
Frankly, I do not remember much - my little Fiat, Romas and Rimas, some flights etc. 
[Wlodek Rączkowski] 
 
 
Little Csilla is working at the Archaeological Institute …  I work now at the Cultural Heritage 
for Pest county. In the past decade there have been a lot of reorganisations, most of it not for 
the better. Do you plan a meeting at Kiliti as part of the celebration? 
Hope to hear from you in the future,  
[Big Csilla] 
 
The location (not that we saw it like this in 1996): 
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A few personal memories of Siofok 1996 

 
Bob Bewley1 

 
There are three major memories of the Siofok training – but there were many minor ones too.  
Firstly, the training course was the first of its kind, and no matter how much preparation and 
planning we had done – we also had no idea how it would turn out. In other words – and it 
could be said - we didn’t know what we were doing.  Aerial photography for archaeology is at 
best a fickle exercise – with the vagaries of the weather (see Figure 1), plane serviceability, 
pilot availability, camera malfunctions, in-air illnesses (coined by Chris Musson as ‘Jeremies’ 
on this course I seem to remember).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Added to the complications of a ‘flying programme’ there was the training in air photo 
interpretation and mapping.  How would the participants, 26 in all, from 10 countries, respond 
to this new type of archaeology, interpreting aerial photos and not being ‘in the field’ and/or 
being on an excavation? How would the needs of, and changes to, a flying programme allow 
for proper training time for the more important aspect of interpreting air photos and making 
maps of the sites discovered? Well, it took considerable discussions and debates. Finding a 
balance between flying over Hungary (a rare and possibly a one-off chance), with training in a 
class room, which, though still a rare opportunity in Hungary, was more easily repeatable, 
wasn’t easy to navigate. The tutors were incredibly flexible and overall, everyone seems to 
have been pleased to have been part of a wonderful experience. 
 
The participants took to the mapping and interpretation really well, even if it was a slow start. 
The course laid the foundations for many more future training events, all of which, one way 
or another, combined the capture of imagery with its interpretation and analysis. 
 

 
1 bob.bewley@btinternet.com  

Figure 1.  Left: Ants Kraut holding one of the “hail stones” that scuppered flying for half a day and caused 
great concern that the aircraft might have been damaged by these small bomblets.   

Right: Wlodek’s car in the hailstorm – notice the wind blowing the trees too. 

mailto:bob.bewley@btinternet.com
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There were three aircraft (two from Germany and one from the UK) and it was the aircraft 
from the UK which forms the second outstanding memory. Anthony Crawshaw and I flew 
out, in his aircraft (see Figure 2), which was the RCHME’s aircraft of choice for its northern 
operation in York. On the way out my recollection is of just how incredibly privileged we 
were to be able to be undertaking such a flight, with a purpose at the end (it took a c. 9 hours 
and 45 minutes (over 2 days). We had unbelievably great weather, so were able to enjoy the 
changing landscapes across France, Germany and then on through Austria and into Hungary; 
flying along the Danube at 1,000 ft past Vienna was especially exciting. Anthony couldn’t 
believe this was what we were being asked to do – fly over such an urban landscape in a 
single-engine aircraft.  Anthony did the lion share of the flying and I enjoyed assisting in 
navigating, arriving in sunshine at Siofok airfield (see Figure 2).   

The return trip was memorable for all the wrong reasons.  We flew in atrocious weather from 
Siofok to Landshut (Otto and Klaus’s base in Germany) – we were in close formation with 
Klaus, as (I think) Otto had set off the day before.  At one point over the Danube (at Linz or 
Graz) we were not too far above the tree tops as the cloud was so thick (and low…) and it was 
lashing down with rain; we were very grateful for Klaus’s local knowledge, especially once 
into Bavaria – weaving in and out of cloud at various heights above the ground. The aircraft 
wasn’t exactly watertight, so the seats were a little damp on our arrival at Landshut. We were 
just relieved – and pleased – to be on the ground.  The ‘clag’ as it is known in aviation circles, 
lasted 3 days – and without Klaus and the Leidorf family’s wonderful welcome and 
hospitality this could have been much worse for us. 
 

Figure 2.  Siofok Airfield from the air. A relatively large grass field, apparently it had been used by Soviet jet-

fighter aircraft in the Soviet era. 
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Figure 3. Original spreadsheet of participants and their flight “record”. 
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In a recent clear out of old files I found the attached list (see Figure 3) of participants and a 
record of their flying hours over the six days from 16th June to 21st June, and many of the 
names will be familiar to AARG members. 
 
Finally, my memory is that the training course forged friendships, and relationships – both 
professional and personal - which have helped to shape aerial archaeology in Europe, and – 
with over 25 years to reflect on it –these have turned out to be long-lasting (see Figure 4a and 
4b).  So, for what was a very modest budget – and a huge amount of hard work – it was a very 
positive experience indeed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 4a. A startled-looking Wlodek, Zbigniew Kobylinski in the foreground with Antje and 

Hrvoje, and I think Rog’s tell-tale shorts on the left. 

Figure 4 b. An incredibly youthful Toby Driver (who looks much the same today). 
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Kiliti memories – draft collection 
 

Toby Driver1 (7 December 2021) 
 
Back in 1996 I was a fresh-faced 25 year old, having worked for just over a year with Chris 
Musson at the Royal Commission in Aberystwyth. Setting off to Hungary was a huge 
adventure. A major challenge was assembling computing power in the Hotel Aeroport 
sufficient to run the 'Aerial' software to post-process cropmark images and do mapping as part 
of the ground school. We must have taken a couple of laptops, but I remember colleagues 
from Europe (?Michael from Austria) having been turned around at the border en-route with a 
car load of computers as he didn't hold the original receipts. While we had early GIS at the 
Royal Commission (FastCAD) these were the days before GoogleEarth and anything but the 
most basic on-screen mapping software. 
 
Things were just opening up in Hungary for aerial photography after the pioneering flights of 
Otto over the eastern plains, but the police or army still insisted that our films were checked 
and censored after each flight. I had a couple of flights and we'd route out over disused Soviet 
airbases, but we couldn't take photos for fear of grounding the entire school. It was my job to 
check in and log all the films coming in post-flight from the students, and in recognition of 
the strict regime, Otto declared me Head of the Film Police; the silver badge I'm wearing in 
the group photos was my badge of office, knocked up by Cathy Stoertz I seem to remember 
from some foil. 
 
We had evening lectures by Otto, Klaus Leidorf, Zsolt Vichy, Bob Bewley and others. I 
remember at the opening lecture attended by several officials that a plea was made (probably 
by Otto) for opening up the skies across Hungary, especially with the advent of satellites 
which were starting to overfly the country. One of the Hungarian officials observed that while 
the 'satellites overfly Hungary, they do not take photographs'. 
 
Working with students from countries as diverse as Croatia and Lithuania was incredible and 
travelling to Hungary was an assault on the senses. Lots of memories: Oranges growing in the 
street, a hailstorm with stones as big as your palm which sent car owners rushing to park 
under cover, an aerial stunt performance in a Hughes helicopter at the airfield by some police 
pilots apparently trying to impress some young women who were watching; evening meals at 
a nearby transport café which made its own palinka - strong stuff that tasted like pure alcohol. 
An abiding memory was setting off in a packed Cessna with Otto at the controls for a 4-hour 
aerial survey of the eastern plains, with Otto employing his characteristic 'rocking' pattern of 
survey - constantly dipping the wings to left and right to look at cropmarks below. As a 
novice to aerial survey I'd climbed onboard with several layers of shirts and coats and soon 
started feeling sweaty and ill. Thankfully I held my nerve, and the memories of the 
archaeology below the aircraft in Hungary have stayed with me ever since. 
 
I'll send some scans of the photos soon

 
1 toby.driver@rcahmw.gov.uk  

mailto:toby.driver@rcahmw.gov.uk
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Random memories of the first International Aerial Archaeology Training 
School – Kiliti, Hungary, 1996 

 
Cathy Stoertz1 

(Author’s note: This is an entirely personal version of the International Training School origin myth. I have 
retold and refined the story over many years, so it may have acquired some “embroidery”, but it is kindly meant, 
and recollected with great affection.) 

In the hopeful days of the early 1990s, when the Berlin Wall came down and the Iron Curtain 
parted, civilian access to aerial photographs and flights in light aircraft became possible in 
parts of eastern Europe for the first time in half a century or more. Leading members of the 
aerial archaeology community, Otto Braasch chief among them, seized the initiative to revive 
the practice of taking aerial photos for archaeology in those regions, to enable archaeologists 
to pick up where they or their predecessors had left off, rather than having to reinvent long-
disused skills from scratch. 

One of the first events in this process was a conference on Aerial Archaeology in Eastern and 
Central Europe, held in Kleinmachnow, Germany, in September 1994. At some point during 
that meeting, possibly over a bottle of whisky, Otto Braasch, Chris Musson and Bob Bewley 
began to hatch a plan to get eastern European archaeologists flying again. I didn’t attend the 
Kleinmachnow meeting, possibly having been put off such international jamborees by the 
chaos of Amiens in 1993, so I’m not sure when I first learned of the plan for the course, or 
how, when or by whom I was invited to play a part. My impression has always been that the 
event was initially envisaged as a flying and photography school, and that Rog and I joined 
forces to ensure that the concept of using aerial photographs was introduced as early as 
possible. This was achieved, in part, by reminding the organisers that students would need 
something to do while they awaited their turn in the aircraft. 

A multinational team was assembled comprising Bob Bewley, Pete Horne and me from 
RCHME; Chris Musson and Toby Driver from RCAHMW; Rog Palmer, independent 
contractor; Michael Doneus from University of Vienna; and three pilots: Otto Braasch, Klaus 
Leidorf and Anthony Crawshaw. At the Hungarian end the indefatigable Zsolt Visy, of the 
Janus Pannonius University in Pécs, provided the vital behind-the-scenes logistical support 
without which the course could not have happened. Zsolt organised accommodation, helpers, 
a photocopier, computer hardware and much, much more. I strongly suspect that he bought up 
every roll of film within a 100km radius of Lake Balaton in order to keep the students’ 
shutters clicking, in those far-off days before digital cameras. 

The tutors for Ground School, as it became known, had a couple of meetings and phone chats, 
loaded our bags with whatever teaching material we could gather: example photos (slides and 
prints, British of course – local images not yet available), stereoscopes, overlays, markers and 
pencils, and set off into the great unknown. We even took our own tape, scissors and rulers, 
just in case. Not long ago, I found several pages of post-course notes, including a list headed 
For Next Time – two of the items on it are “name badges” and “more tape”! 

 
1 cathy.stoertz@gmail.com  

mailto:cathy.stoertz@gmail.com
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For this 25th/26th anniversary commemoration, Rog suggested that tutors might like to 
“remember how we created a level of order from the initial chaos”. Well..... the first day was 
certainly chaotic – Otto, Chris and Bob seemed completely focused on the flying aspects of 
the week, and had made fairly detailed plans in that regard, but as for the rest of it.... We had 
no real plan at the beginning, and there was no established format for such training courses – 
we made it up (sorry, that should read “developed the curriculum”) as we went along, as we 
saw what worked, or didn’t. I only hope that wasn’t too obvious to the students...!   

On the first day, after brief introductions, Otto, Klaus, Anthony, Chris and Bob went off to 
check out the airfield, while the remaining tutors tried to organise the students, and find out a 
bit about them. Otto had, no doubt, carefully selected and individually recruited the 
participants for this first school, but we tutors were given a list of names, with no further 
information attached. How much experience did they have? (Anything from 130 hours to 
none.) What was their preferred language? (We could offer English or basic German, and 
Toby had a Hungarian phrasebook, with which he had successfully navigated us from airport 
to railway to bus on the outward journey. Many students also kindly provided additional 
translation services for their classmates when needed.) Had every student brought a camera? 
(They had, indeed, assembled the widest variety of camera equipment many of us had seen...). 
We managed to achieve a degree of order, learned a few things about our students and, 
perhaps, succeeded in giving the impression that we knew what we were doing and had some 
sort of plan.  

The Ground School tutors evolved a daily routine: Meet after breakfast to decide what to 
cover that day; assign tasks. Take the stage for morning performance with the first group of 
students, who might be feeling disappointed that they have to wait until the afternoon to go 
flying. Repeat after lunch for the second group, who might be so excited from their morning 
flight that they can’t concentrate, or so exhausted that they fall asleep. Remember that 
anything brilliant from the morning session must be recreated for the afternoon. Meet again in 
the evening to discuss what was actually achieved. Agree revised plan for tomorrow. Have a 
drink (or two) to recover. Next morning after breakfast, meet to revise last night’s revised 
plan, taking into account the flying plans that you’ve only just been told about. Repeat for the 
rest of the week – especially the revisions (and the drinks)! 

The participants ranged from senior professionals to post graduate students, so it was difficult 
know what level to pitch the teaching, especially when some probably viewed the course 
primarily as a week flying with Otto Braasch. We decided to focus on photo reading and 
interpretation, using the examples we had brought (no local images, alas), on the grounds that 
the principles are the same, regardless of location, and students need as much interpretation 
experience as possible. Observational skills were gained through sketch mapping and network 
transcription, and we managed to demonstrate digitising and rectification using AERIAL on a 
computer system heroically created out of a random collection of not-quite-compatible parts 
by Pete, Toby, Michael, Rog and Zsolt Visy. 

Inevitably, questions/discussions/arguments about what to teach and how to teach it arose 
almost immediately. These might be characterised as “traditional” versus “modern” 
approaches: do you show students specific examples of sites they are likely to find, and 
expect them to learn to recognise those types; or do you give them the basic tools to enable 
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them to read the evidence, whether from the aircraft or on photos, and identify features of 
potential interest, whatever they might be?  The leader of Air School most emphatically 
favoured the former approach, and expressed some frustration with the Ground School tutors, 
who favoured the latter! 

It was obvious, then as now, that the 1996 course was very much an experiment. All of us, in 
both Air School and Ground School, improvised our way through the week, and some things 
worked better than others. Our guinea pigs appeared to accept the constant changes and 
occasional moments of chaos with stoicism, and even good humour. Students and tutors alike 
came through relatively unscathed, with our enthusiasm undimmed. Even Rog, in his editorial 
for AARGnews 13 (Sept 1996), declared the course “a huge success”! 

As a measure of that success, we have, not least, the fact that it happened at all, given the 
huge diplomatic, bureaucratic and security challenges the organisers had to overcome. Even 
when official permission was granted, the airfield commander wanted to see precise flight 
plans in advance, and the local chief of police had to review every one of the resulting 8288 
photos before they could go to the Hungarian archive (I can still see the look on his face when 
he came to collect them...).  

The course brought together 37 participants (staff and students) from 14 countries. Many of 
those first students were rising professionals in cultural and heritage management or 
academia, and were able to carry forward ideas introduced during that week. A few were able 
to influence heritage policy in their respective countries, at least for a while. Others went on 
to enhance their practice as professional archaeologists or as teachers of their own students, 
extending and expanding aerial archaeology in ways that could not have been imagined in 
1996. The questions about teaching and doing aerial archaeology raised as a result of that first 
course continue to be debated within AARG to this day. Many more courses have been taught 
by our students and, now, their students – some including flying and photography; some 
focusing on the use of existing archives; some including other non-destructive methods like 
geophysics. Advances in technology since 1996 – digital cameras, laptops, mobile phones, 
GPS, easy-to-use transformation packages, GIS – have further extended what can be taught 
and how aerial archaeology can be used.  

From a personal point of view, Kiliti 1996 was enormous fun, and I had a wonderful time. 
The experience helped me to develop my practice and my own career, and I’m hugely proud 
to have been part of the experiment. Most importantly of all, many of that group of tutors and 
students remain among my dearest friends. We have shared many adventures since then, and I 
look forward to catching up again soon! 
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The Siófok aerial archaeology training school in 1996 and its impact on 
development of aerial archaeology in Poland 

 
Zbigniew Kobyliński1 

 
The beginnings of the use of aerial photos in archaeology in Poland date back to the interwar 
period, and in the years after the war several attempts were made to initiate the systematic use 
of aerial photos for the purpose of archaeology. However, for various reasons: political, 
economic and, above all, psychological, Polish archaeology failed to permanently include 
aerial prospection for an arsenal of methods for identifying archaeological heritage resources. 
Therefore, the extensive and largely unprecedented attempt to prepare a comprehensive map 
and a complete database of archaeological sites, which has been carried out in Poland since 
1980, was based solely on systematic fieldwalking. 
 

A major breakthrough in the development of aerial archaeology in Poland took place in 1996, 
mainly thanks to international cooperation. When the Aerial Archaeology Research Group 
and the Janus Pannonius University in Pécs organized a week-long practical training in aerial 
archaeology for archaeologists from countries of the former socialist bloc in Siófok on the 
shore of Lake Balaton in Hungary, this training course was attended by two Polish 
participants: Włodzimierz Rączkowski from Poznań and myself from Warsaw. Thanks to this 
training we had the opportunity to fly with experienced pilots, such as the late Otto Braasch, 
acquiring basic skills in identifying archaeological sites from the air and their photographic 
documentation. As a result of this training, it became self-evident for us that any 
archaeologist, relatively resistant to motion sickness, can (and should) practice the aerial 
archaeology, provided that they can distinguish characteristic soil and crop-mark features of 
archaeological sites. 
 

As a result of the experience of training in Siófok, I, who was at that time freshly nominated 
Deputy General Conservator of Monuments, requested that the resumption of work on the 
Archaeological Map of Poland (AZP), which had been restored after a period of stagnation to 
the rank of the Ministry of Culture and Art's program, and guaranteed systematic and stable 
financing, should also include systematic aerial reconnaissance. This proposal gained the full 
support of both the then General Conservator of Monuments -Professor Andrzej 
Tomaszewski (1934–2010, he was the General Conservator of Monuments in 1995–1999), 
and Doctor Wojciech Brzeziński, who in that year had been entrusted with the function of the 
chairman of the Program Council of AZP. It was obvious that during the initial stage of this 
prospection it would be necessary to use the experience of people who had previously taken 
aerial photos of historic buildings, including archaeological structures, such as Wiesław 
Stępień from Łódź or Jerzy Miałdun from Olsztyn. However, it was also obvious that if the 
goal was to initiate systematic aerophotographic prospecting, then aerial reconnaissance and 
photographic documentation must be carried out by archaeologists themselves, preferably 
within regions they know. The difficulty in implementing this assumption, however, was the 
lack of archaeologists or pilots who would have any experience in identifying archaeological 
sites visible from above if they were only visible in the form of plant and / or soil anomalies. 
 

 
1 zbigniew.kobylinski@gmail.com  

mailto:zbigniew.kobylinski@gmail.com
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In the summer of 1996, as the aftermath of the Siófok training experiences, the Office of the 
General Conservator of Monuments allocated the first funds for the reconnaissance of  
archaeological sites from the air as part of the AZP program. However, we owe the 
beginnings of a really systematic search for archaeological sites from the air to our foreign 
friends' personal commitment and help - Otto Braasch from Germany and Martin Gojda from 
Czechia. At the invitation of the Deputy General Conservator of Monuments, they came to 
Poland in the summer of 1996 in order to further train us in aerial reconnaissance. Otto 
Braasch flew to our country for the first time with his Cessna 172 D-EOBC, landing in July 
among huge Boeing aircraft at the international airport in Warsaw, and together with Dariusz 
Krasnodębski, Dariusz Wach and myself made reconnaissance flights along the Narew River, 
looking for archaeological sites in the north-eastern part of the country, including along the 
route of the planned transit gas pipeline. In the same year, the second participant of the 
training in Siofok - Włodzimierz Rączkowski - began a systematic air reconnaissance in 
Greater Poland. 
 

It was not the only, nor the last "missionary" visit of Otto Braasch to Poland. His next year's 
discovery of the first Neolithic circular concentric ditches in Poland near Bytom Odrzański in 
western Poland, was particularly impressive and archaeologically important. This discovery 
radically changed the image of the Neolithic era in Poland and became an inspiration for 
further aerial searches of this type of site. 
 

Another breakthrough in the dissemination of aerial archaeology in Poland took place in 
1998, again thanks to the Aerial Archaeology Research Group, who in cooperation with the 
General Conservator of Monuments, the Institute of Prehistory of the University of Adam 
Mickiewicz in Poznań, the Poznań Prehistoric Society and the "Res Publica Multiethnica" 
Foundation organized again a one-week training in aerial archaeology, this time in Poland. 
Twenty three students, including 17 Poles, participated in the training, which took place in 
Leszno. The pilots in the training flights were Otto Braasch and Tomaš Janiček from Prague 
(pilot of the Institute of Archaeology of the Czech Academy of Sciences). 
 

The training in Leszno in 1998 finally convinced even the most sceptical people in the Polish 
archaeological community so far that, contrary to the views established over the years, it is 
also possible in Poland to detect previously unknown archaeological sites from the plane and 
to prepare their photographic documentation by the archaeologists themselves. 
 

In this way, the situation of aerial archaeology in Poland changed radically over the course of 
just a few years after 1996 Siófok training, thanks to significant international aid. After the 
training sessions in Siófok and Leszno, Polish archaeology had at least a dozen archaeologists 
who were able to recognize archaeological sites from the plane and document them in a way 
that allowed for further interpretation of the photos and their use in the practice of monument 
protection and scientific research. Thus, the conditions were created to start a truly systematic 
search for archaeological sites by means of aerophotographic prospection, as a necessary 
supplement to traditional surface surveys. 
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Learning to see – Kiliti Aerial Archaeology summer school in 1996 
 

Antje Gillich (then Faustmann)1 
 

Kiliti and Balaton-Kiliti: the name sounds far away in 2022, like another time-zone or another 
world. But I have a surprising lot of pictures in my head and from today`s perspective all of 
them are positive regarding the organisation, programme and not at least people there. My 
reflections follow: 
 
I was a student of Archaeology in Berlin and had come in contact with aerial archaeology and 
AARG shortly before at the international conference in Klein Machnow, were I worked with 
the slides and projector. Some of you will probably remember. 
 
Costs were kept low for the Kiliti summer school, I think I paid only for getting there. This, I 
remember, was very attractive for students and therefore it was possible for me to take part. 
There were to be flights and lessons in aerial archaeology every day which was exciting, 
especially the prospect of flying. 
 
I decided to go by bus, which would take more than a day and a night. Whatever, I was young 
and slept across two seats and the trip was an adventure too. Police control at the border of the 
Czech Republic was interesting with one of two bus drivers hiding behind the back seats 
because of exceeded timeslots or something else. 
 
In Kiliti we were given strict instructions before flights by a Hungarian army general.  He told 
us that it was not allowed to take pictures of military areas and we were allowed only two 
films per flight. But before my first flight with Otto he told my flight-team, Włodek (Poland), 
Hrvoje (Kroatia) and me, that we have to take as many pictures as we can. And once he told 
me to take this nice picture of sheep in the middle of rings of mushrooms for my old chief in 
Potsdam. Since 1989, Otto had often flown for the county of Brandenburg where, in this 
former eastern county, there had been restrictions on flights in soviet times. 

 
So what can I say when I look 
back? First of all it was great 
time to be together with a 
brilliant team of teachers and 
students (and pilots!) from a lot 
of countries in Europe.  There 
was always a nice open and 
tolerant atmosphere. Kiliti was 
a wonderful place to be, a lot of 
Archaeology and a short 
distance to Balaton lake. And 
not at least my horizon is much 
wider now. The view from the 
air shows wow little we are but 
also wow great the men is to fly 
and to invent good things. 

 
1 gillichantje@gmail.com  

Wlodek, the author and Hrvoje after a flight with Otto.   

(Photo: Toby Driver) 

mailto:gillichantje@gmail.com
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Kiliti memories, June 1996 
 

Rog Palmer1 
 
AARG’s first training school (a hopeful term) was formally written up as a note for Antiquity 
and closer to real life for AARGnews.  What follows will be selective memories based mainly 
on photos of classes and life taken at the time.  Any paperwork I had has long since gone as 
have any lists of slides used because some of us quickly realised that teaching in different 
places in Europe required different tactics to try and meet requirements and the archaeology, 
geology and topography of each location.  So why keep notes about any previous schools? 
 
It seems that the school was originally conceived as a flying school, probably by Otto Braasch 
and Zsolt Visy, with connivance from Chris Musson.  Students would be chauffeured around 
to take photos, which was very much Otto’s approach to ‘aerial archaeology’, and may have 
time to admire their results towards the end of the course.  Cathy Stoertz and I found out 
about this and said, “Hang on a minute, if you’re showing people how to take air photos you 
really ought to teach them what to do with them afterwards.”.  And so, as they say, it came to 
pass, with a minimum of preparation on the part of the ground school teachers other than 
agreeing who would try and carry which bits of computer equipment to Hungary. 
 
The Brits flew out as a group from Heathrow and I can remember sitting next to Cathy as we 
watched the fields get larger and larger as we flew east.  What chance of surrounding a site 
with control points, we wondered.   
 
At Budapest railway station we met our first challenge as we needed to get a train to Siofok.  
At that time, we didn’t know about Toby Driver’s amazing grasp of languages.  In our 
Hungarian phrase book, he found the relevant ‘please can I have n tickets to Xville?’, went to 
the ticket office and came back with a handful of flimsy paper.  “Hang on to them,” he said, “I 
think I’ve got returns.”2 
 
At Hotel Aeroport we had use of at least two connected rooms for teaching and, sometime 
after our arrival, we met there clutching heaps of paper, rolls of maps, an assortment of wires 
and computer parts.  My memory then switches to the arrival of two Hungarians – soon to be 
named Big Csilla and Little Csilla – who immediately offered to help us.  “We don’t really 
know what we are doing,” was our response that summed up the situation and after a few 
more such offers they vanished leaving us to find electrical sockets, arrange tables and make 
tidy heaps of our teaching material. 
 
Zsolt brought or had previously left a Xerox copier with a ream of paper.  We had taken a few 
books.  Our students arrived, books were shared, and the next day when Zolt turned up we 
asked for more paper.  “How can you use 500 sheets in a day?” he asked.  Easily in Central 
Europe in the 1990s where such books didn’t exist. 
 
Students arrived, or most did, and sometime were sorted into two groups so that we could 
send half to the airfield (along with any unnecessary Brits) while the other half attended  

 
1 rog.palmer@ntlworld.com  
2 In Britain, return tickets may cost a little more than a single and are worth buying if you’re coming back.  

mailto:rog.palmer@ntlworld.com
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Hotel Aeroport: bed, breakfast and ground school (Toby Driver).  The fleet: Otto: BC, Klaus: QK, Anthony: MJ (Rog  Palmer).  ?d, 

Darja, Rimas, Branko hunting for control points (Rog Palmer).  Sheriff Toby laying down the law (Rog Palmer).  Ground school 

(Pete Horne).  Final day group on balcony (Anon). 
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ground school.  There were some rules and a talk about ‘thou shalt not photograph anything 
military’ by a passing major(+/-), Cathy became Headmistress and Toby was appointed 
Sheriff mainly, I think, to keep track of who had which film and to ensure they all came back 
for eventual processing.  I remember little about ground school teaching although 
contemporary photos show that we taught use of stereo pairs, tracing interpretations on 
transparent overlays, mapping by network and what must have been an early version of Aerial 
to transform digitised overlays of interpretations.  One residing memory of our teaching is of 
a photo reading session led by Pete Horne in which each person in turn was asked one basic 
question about a projected aerial photo.  They behaved well, made guesses about date, crop 
types and so on until the pointer reached a student who refused to answer the question and 
told us, “There are two ring ditches there and that’s all I’m interested in.”  I know from an 
AARG photo reading session in 2021 that he hasn’t changed in the succeeding years.  How 
can people be taught to read images if they refuse to see them?  
 
The hotel provided breakfast but not lunch for which ground school teachers went to a 
neighbouring restaurant (the morning and afternoon flyers ate at the airfield).  Our initial idea 
was that the restaurant ought to be able to knock up a few sandwiches.  But sandwiches were 
unknown in Hungary and the choice for lunch (in a hot June) was soup, which I have since 
learned is fairly standard in much of Central Europe and the Balkans.  In the evenings we all 
went to the restaurant and may there have started the AARG tradition of pushing tables 
together to make one long row.  I don’t remember much about the food but my photos show 
that we were a happy crowd. 
 
I guess that most evenings, post food, were spent back at the hotel presumably with beer 
(there was one unsuccessful expedition to find a local pub).  On two of those evenings, Klaus 
Leidorf, one of our pilots and an aerial photographer in Germany, brought out a multimedia 
device that allowed him to project pics and play music.  Klaus has brilliant vision for 
composition and interaction of one picture with the next and we were treated to shows where, 
for example, a round barrow would dissolve into a street roundabout which would dissolve 
into the dome of a building … etc.  All accompanied by blaring Mahler.  It wouldn’t work in 
book form, but all of us were impressed by Klaus’s art and his way of showing it. 
 
Other things?  Nights were when the local frogs sat and croaked.  We got used to that.  The 
weather was mostly good (from memory) but there was one afternoon(?) when it threw down 
giant hailstones – sufficiently large and heavy to worry the pilots of parked aircraft – which 
made a terrific noise (that I’d forgotten about until Pete Horne showed a film of it at AARG 
several years ago: see also photos in Bob Bewley’s reminiscences in this issue). 
 
Perhaps most importantly were the development of friendships that led to collaborations that 
continue into the present.  As far as success rates go, this was the best of our schools as many 
of the ‘students’ (themselves professionals when we ran the school) continued in some kinds 
of aerial-related work.  I and others have taught with them in later schools and made exchange 
visits for work and pleasure. 
 
To the key question about what did I learn and how did it affect my teaching.  By 1996 I’d 
done some teaching in England – weekend classes for extra-mural students at Oxford, 
supervisions with a few Cambridge students – as well as talks about projects with which I’d 
been involved.  But like the rest of the ground school teachers, I’d never worked or taught 
outside Britain and, also like the others, my slide collection was almost totally Brittocentic.  
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Kiliti worked to some extent because we were in a crop-marked landscape and the same 
theoretical concepts worked in both countries.  Things changed a bit by the time we first 
taught in Italy where I remember one of our lot talking about Roman forts and being asked by 
a puzzled Italian student, “What are Roman forts?”  Local Romans hadn’t needed them as 
they were on the same side.  So my first aim in teaching abroad became to learn something 
about the local archaeology and how the aerial view may be useful in those contexts.  
Sometimes it was not easy, particularly in countries in which local archaeologists focus on 
excavations and classifying junk – but these become challenges. 
 
We learned that flying and ground school does not always mix well as students usually had 
more fun in the air even if they learned little and it became an unnecessary distraction.  If they 
had been flying in the morning, they were knackered in the afternoon: if they were flying in 
the afternoon their attention was not fully on ground topics during the morning.  Nowadays, 
with the ease of access through the internet, it may not even be necessary to fly and take 
photos to learn about how they can help archaeological projects.  Having said that though, the 
short, project-specific, flights that Darja allowed students at Zadar in 2013 did seem to work 
well (see students’ reports in AARGnews 48).  If anything, students need to be taught how to 
notice archaeological sites from the air and how to instruct pilots to position the aircraft so 
they can be photographed.  I was banned from teaching at a school at Barth when I suggested 
that but it has been done in some of the later courses although I don’t recall any teaching 
about how to book a local aircraft and pilot for photography. 
 
On the ground?  Find out about local archaeology and what may be seen from the air to relate 
to what students are familiar with.  Also find out about local geology, soils and crops.  Keep 
things simple and do not use unnecessary terms.  Redundant words are ‘crop marks’ (aerial 
photographers), ‘anomalies’ (geophysicists) and ‘lines’ (ALS users).  Photo reading and 
interpretation are the keys and students should be made aware of what archaeological features 
may be indicated by crop variations or arrangements of stones.  Making interpretations by 
hand on a transparent overlay stuck to a print cannot be bettered as a way of getting students 
to fix what they have seen on photographs.  And I need to try to avoid saying things like, “A 
few years ago in 1985” to students who may not have been born until the 2000s. 
 
After hearing myself say exactly the same sentence one year apart when teaching at Leicester, 
I make a point of never using the same PowerPoints series more than once so that I don’t get 
bored with them and to reflect changes in my thinking on the subject.  I don’t teach from 
written notes but let the slides guide me and this gives a certain freedom to emphasise some 
things or even to flick back and cover something again.  I expect my students to think, as was 
reflected in a response to an outline sent to a teaching professional who wrote: ‘…you seem to 

use an inductive approach which is really useful for skills development but does sometimes 

piss people off if they are expecting to be told the answers to things straight away.’ (email, 
David Lang, 3 November 2020).  So it seems that I got it right. 
 
Bewley, R., Braasch, O. and Palmer, R., 1996.  An aerial archaeology training week, 15-22 

June 1966, held near Siófok, Lake Balaton, Hungary.  Antiquity 70, 745-750. 

Stoertz, C., 1996.  Air archaeology training project in Hungary: Balatonkiliti 15-21 June 
1996.  AARGnews 13, 5-6.
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Cropmarks 
 

Harvested by Rog Palmer1 
 

(web links were accessed on various dates between October 2021 and mid-April 2022) 

 
What is photogrammetry? 

For any droners who are unsure what they are doing, this article linked to geonadir (see 
AARGnews 62, 24-5) may help.  Although it doesn’t explain why you are doing those things. 
 
https://geonadir.com/what-is-photogrammetry/  

 
 
Historic England’s Aerial Photo Explorer 

Released at the end of March 2022, this web site includes some 400,000 photographs that  
mix digital originals (oblique and vertical) taken by HE, plus digitised Aerofilms obliques and 
a selection scanned from RAF verticals and obliques.  The site opens with a map of England 
that is almost covered by dots showing locations of photographs.  There is a choice of 
background map, searching can be done using placename, NGR or postcode but it is more fun 
to explore by zooming in, whereuopn the dots change to show obliques of three kinds and two 
types of verticals.  Dots show the centre of each image and boxes outline the extent of each 
vertical.  Clicking on a dot opens a thumbnail picture and gives information about filename, 
date flown and photographer.  Click on the thumbnail and you have a choice of enlargement 
from which a further click opens a full screen version, both of which can be further enlarged.  
Returning to the map keeps that image ‘alive’ so that adjacent pics can easily be selected.  
Clicking on overlapping verticals and obliques shows one thumbnail from which a choice of 
other overlapping frames can be clicked through by using the (e.g.) 1 of 6 button in the 
thumbnail frame.  Most of my random selection of RAF verticals are of excellent quality 
although a few could have been improved by post-processing and it is good to see that 
obliques include broad views (see for example the island of Lundy) as well as detail and those 
pictures of ‘weather’ that most of us take when conditions are either spectacularly clear or 
worryingly vile.  I really could waste a lot of time just browsing this site and enjoying the 
range of aerial photographs it shares. 
 
It’s difficult, but not impossible, to copy the images and further use them as right-clicking 
blackens any photograph and adds a button saying it can be embedded.  Information about 
that and ways to purchase images can be found through links on this website.  The website is 
a useful tool to look at specific locations, to browse around and wonder at the variety and to 
search for teaching examples.  It would be useful to link this collection of photos with the HE 
mapping web site (see Simon Crutchley, this issue) but the only way I’ve found is to have one 
open on each screen and do everything manually.  That’s a comment, not a complaint. 
 
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/archive/collections/aerial-photos  
rc="https://embed.smartframe.io/27025fea9afa38753501b02dbd8a40f2.js" data-
src="https://embed.smartframe.io/27025fea9afa38753501b02dbd8a40f2.js" data-image-
id="HEA_S3336_V_1271" data-width="100%" data-max-width="8256px"></script 
 

 

  

 
1 rog.palmer@ntlworld.com    

https://geonadir.com/what-is-photogrammetry/
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/archive/collections/aerial-photos
mailto:rog.palmer@ntlworld.com
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Blending S1 and S2 for to see through clouds  

A press release by Aspia Space (25 February 2022) promised a cutting-edge solution that sees 
through clouds by using a patented algorithm that combines AI, SAR from Sentinel 1 and the 
MS image range from Sentinel 2 to produce images at 10m per pixel. 
If it was free, this is just what we need to use Sentinel to predict times to collect higher-
resolution photographs.  But I’m sure it won’t be free. 
 
https://aspiaspace.com/news/aspia-space-launches-earth-observation-intelligence-that-sees-through-clouds  
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-60513742  
 
 
1950s Czech APs 

The Czech Environmental Information Agency (CENIA), together with VGHMÚř Dobruška, 
has added some old images to the Historical Orthophotomap dataset. 
 
The historical orthophotomap (1950s) includes layers of aerial photographs mostly from the 
years 1952-1954, supplemented by images from the years 1937-1970 and 1996 where there 
are no relevant photographic data in the given period. The orthophotomap of the Czech 
Republic from historical images of the first area-wide aerial photography from the 1950s was 
created within the project National Inventory of Contaminated Sites (NIKM) in 2010. Aerial 
survey images provided by the Military Geographical and Hydrometeorological Office 
(VGHMÚř) Dobruška prepared by GEODIS BRNO, spol. s r.o. See the dataset metadata for 
more information. 
 
Source data is also available for download from the CENIA cloud service. The images are in 
JPEG format and also contain associated World file files in JGW format, which carry 
information about georeferencing the images. You can download ZIP files for individual 
regions of the Czech Republic with an overlap of about 4 km (the size of the files is 1 to 9 
GB). There is also a small ZIP package (16 MB) with five sample images and two polygon 
layers in GeoPackage format: Tindex and Shooting Years. 
 
The layers are available on the INSPIRE National Geoportal. 
 
The WMTS Historical Orthophotomap (1950s) tile viewing service is now publicly provided 
at: https://gis.cenia.cz/mapcache/ortofotomapa_historicka/wmts?SERVICE=WMTS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities  
 

The browsing service is also available as a WMS at: 
https://gis.cenia.cz/mapcache/ortofotomapa_historicka/wms?SERVICE=WMS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities  
 

(thanks to Lenka Starková) 
 
Abbey Cwmhir – new video 

Julian Ravest has released another video about the Community Project research at Abbey 
Cwmhir that uses a range of resources including those taken from a drone (with subsequent 
manipulations), ALS, maps and field research.  A good example as using a drone as part of a 
broader archaeological project. 
 
https://youtu.be/PvXBEbfPId0 
 
 
  

https://aspiaspace.com/news/aspia-space-launches-earth-observation-intelligence-that-sees-through-clouds
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-60513742
https://gis.cenia.cz/mapcache/ortofotomapa_historicka/wmts?SERVICE=WMTS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
https://gis.cenia.cz/mapcache/ortofotomapa_historicka/wms?SERVICE=WMS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
https://www.facebook.com/lenka.starkova.12?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWlulKU4KvWuinCXEtxfQPqWluLaDLfnZeTbhkNmISTn9tIwl8Msj7Ofr05X4pdF4WPIb5mulm0v_LYyWloqz6wW0OjbvcFIKEbclsDY9x1Vk_rNrOwjAttr6e9dCMpVUgaE6gPpo3oeOTUJjTbqTFn11s3LQXIZL2OBqB71vxQxA&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://youtu.be/PvXBEbfPId0
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Cambridge University Library and CUCAP 

On some recent Saturdays the UL facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/cambridgeuniversitylibrary/) 
seems currently (early 2022) to upload three or four CUCAP photos, plus placename and 
sometimes photo number.  These are some of the digitised photos that can be seen on the 
CUCAP website and include examples of early colour oblique photos – perhaps the first done 
of archaeological targets – using film that St J was given by Kodak.  But don’t believe 
everything you read on that site. 
 
https://www.cam.ac.uk/aerialphotography  

 
 
Aerial photos of Scandinavia 

The IK Foundation has been working on aerial pictures since the 1980s as part of their other 
research projects.  Over the past few years, they have made an effort, named iBirdsEye, to 
create a free resource, with initially thousands of free pictures from Scandinavia.  The web 
site includes more than just aerial photographs and there are other resources that may be of 
interest to AARG members.  The entire archive is searchable, a simple digital photo lab can 
be used or a visit to iExposure, a kind of a virtual exhibition.  IK Foundation continues to 
develop the subject any updates will be given in AARGnews when they are received. 
 
www.ibirdseye.org 

(thanks to Lars Hansen) 
 
 

 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/cambridgeuniversitylibrary/
https://www.cam.ac.uk/aerialphotography
http://www.ibirdseye.org/
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The Aerial Archaeology Research Group 
 

AARG sees the aerial perspective as integral to the pursuit of key questions in archaeology 
and heritage, including landscape character, long term landscape change, human 
ecodynamics, and the experience of place.  We are a community of heritage professionals, 
researchers, students and independent scholars dedicated to education, research and outreach 
initiatives involving the acquisition and application of data from airborne platforms.  AARG 
provides opportunities for networking, mentorship, and exchanges of ideas on theories, 
methods and technologies related to aerial archaeology.  The organization supports an annual 
conference, workshops, training schools, and publications. 
 
Membership is open to all who have an interest or practical involvement in aerial archaeology, 
remote sensing and landscape studies.  

 
AARG is a registered charity: number SC 023162. 

 

AARG homepage. https://a-a-r-g.eu/  
 
Membership/subscription rates:  Individual  £15.00  17.00 Euro   

     Students  £10.00  12.00 Euro  

     Institutional £25.00  29.00 Euro  

Subscription reminders may be sent out on January 1 

 Methods of payment: 

   Standing Order mandate /Electronic funds transfer 

   PayPal 

   Sterling or Euro bank notes 

Bank details are available on request for direct payment from overseas.   
Please contact the Secretary: aarg.secretary@googlemail.com  

 
 
Copyright.  Copyright © in AARGnews rests with the individual authors. 
 
Student scholarships.  AARG has a limited number of student scholarships for attendance at its 
annual meeting.  These are aimed at supporting bona fide students and young researchers who are 
interested in aerial topics and may wish to attend.   

Anyone wishing to apply should write to AARG’s Chairman (aargchair@gmail.com) with 
information about their interests in archaeology and aerial archaeology, as well as their place of 
study.  The annual closing date for applications to the annual AARG conference is mid-May.  
Other meetings for which scholarships may be available will be advertised on an ad hoc basis.  
Support for conference attendance may also come from the Riley Fund (see elsewhere, this issue). 

https://a-a-r-g.eu/
mailto:aarg.secretary@googlemail.com
mailto:aargchair@gmail.com
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